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L    SUMMARY 

from th.  Offlc.  of N.val  l«....rch to   »»<l.t"*.  . *** —tm* **** 
v.rtic^ Uko^ff .nd luuUo, Urc^t .uluW. tor mCüurr tr»«^rt nol...o.. 
la th* porlod 1960 to 1965. 

Thl. roport.   b.«d  o- . poromotrle   .tod, * a- I«»"»» '' "*^ 
. portUi ftOflltooot of tK. ,«ulr.m.nt.   of th. "bjoet eo»o«t    tt .«"• &■  partial 

m -.«Uo. th. laltl^ .ffort. 1» ..«WUhta,   th. "5»0'• CO"r"«™ ^ 
of th. rn^iy eoaflf oration. eoiic.lT.d for VIOL trW«.P»rt «PPUc»«»«»- 

A.    ObJ«ctiva 

Th« objactlvae of m» phai« of tho raworch ■tody a»« twofold: 

1. To compil. and con.olldato t.ch»ical data tor v^J*™-*** 
concapt. with particular ampha.l. o« tt*nd'j'/^^^J?4^ 
and pTwarplant dau. I« ***** with ^ f^*0' ^ >ttt^' ** 
trand data wUl ba axtrapolatad to raflact 1962 «tata of art. 

2. ü-ln« th. trand data, to avaluata th. r.lau- ^«^^ ^^ 
VTOL dasign concepts on a totnÄicAl

w ^Jf^ I^^t mlialon. 
th. conBgurationa roo.t ^^^ ^ ^J^^^ZZ 
Tako-oü gro.i waighi wa. ».d a* th* *£ foUowlng .pec^.d mi- 
VTOL aircraft capable of accompliehing «». «mow«!»   ^ 
«ion: 

a. Payload 

b. Take -off 

c.    Cabin Siae 

d.    Cargo 

a.    T, 0. Conditions 

8000 lb.  out - 4P00 lb. back 

Vertical 

8« x 9' « * 

35 Infantry troop« or equiva- 
l.nt vehlcU« 

prec««. ^titudo 6000 ft. at 

950r 

f.    lur^way Surfac. Friction coefficient 11 « . 2; 
UCI - 15 ** ' 

g.    Cruise Speed 

h.    Flight Profile 

UCI 

300 MPH 

20% of radiu« adjacent to target 

at S. 1~ 
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COWriDCHTWi, 

I.     Ltndlftg Vartic«! 

J      Rad'u« of Action 42S Statut« mile« 

, *A« requirad to accommodAt« 35 troop». 
**ApplicabL<i to thn case of ruivning take- 

off at overload yro«f weight. 

A map of Europe and Asia hai been prepared. Figure 1-1, to illustrate the 
radius of actioi. capabilities of this assault transport. The shaded areas 
indicate possible areas of application assuming the operation originates 
from outside the Soviet Union and its satellites. 

B.    Assumptions 

1. Mission Deviations 

Several deviation« from the specified mission were made in order 
to evaluate the numerous VTOL design concepts as quickly es 
possible; 

a. Payload - 8000 pounds outbound and inbound 

b. Cruise at sea level 

c. Cruise at 80% of rated military power 

These deviations were made to simplify the calculations and do not 
effect trends but merely result in conservative (heavy) estimates for 
take-off gross weight. 

2. Engine-out Safety Provisions 

Interconnecting shafts have been provided for lull applicable design 
concepts in order to satisfy the requirement that the aircraft re- 
main controllable with one engine inoperative and be able to make a 
"controlled crash" landing. In addition, weight provisions and power 
requirements have been estimated to assure positive control through- 
out all regimes of flight with particular emphasis on the take-off 
and landing conditions. 

3. Time in Hovering 

Time spent in hovering is an extremely important factor and has an 
appreciable effsct in determining not only ths optimum design para- 
meters for certain design concepts but also effects the comparative 
competitive  position of the  various  VTOL configurations.   After  dis- 

; 

i 

i 
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cuamtng thl« item with op«r«t«on*l fmrmonmml» It w öm%erfrümm4 th*i 
»n «baotute mtnlmuin of five (5) mioutet Of hovering «rouid be re - 
quired   to  perform   the   »petified   mltsion. 

In addition, a two (2) «ninute warm -up waa aatumad. Therefore a 
total time of fceve i (7) minute» was uaed in calculatinf fuel require- 
ment«   in  hovering. 

Since hovering time is an important aspect of VTOL aircraft, thm 
study will be extended in the near future to include the effect of 
varying the time spent in the hovering regime of flight. The length 
of hovering time may influence the competitive position of the various 
VTOL configurations. 

4.    General 

Since the study is for transport application, only those concepts 
that retain basically a horizontal attitude of the fuselage in all re- 
gimes   of flight were investigated. 

C.    Scope 

In order to investigate and categorise the many VTOL design concepts, 
it w*« decided to consider cruii« speed as a variable. With cruise speed 
as a variable, the entire spectrum of VTOL aircraft, from helicopters to 
direct-lift turbojet aircraft, can be evaluated. In addition to determining 
the competitive position of each VTOL configuration, the results of this 
type of analysis can be used directly to assess the relative effect of cruise 
speed with regard to the sise of any given aircraft. 

The VTOL configurations   studied   may   be  divided   into two  distinct ca- 
tegories: 

a. Rotary wing concepts 

b. Fixed wing concepts 

Three  basic  configurations were investigated under item (a): 

1.    Conventional helicopter with and without boundary 
layer control 

Z.    Compound helicopters 

3.    Retractoplanes 

For each configuration several combinations of available powerplants 
were  assumed. 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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Of the many VIOL transport concepts investigated in this Phase I 
study, the following designs appear to be the moat suitable for fulfilling 
the mission requirements at cruising speeds of 300 mph or greater: 

CONFIDENTLAL 
» 

Under item (b),  the following concepts were investigated: 

1.    Tilt-Wing 

2. Deflected Thrust 

3. Vectored Lift 

4. Breguet-Kappus 

5. Special Hovering Turbojet 

6. Tilting Ducted Propeller 

In addition, Dr. Lippisch's "Aerodyne" concept for VTOL was also 
evaluated under Item (b). In all cases, various types of powerplants 
were considered where applicable. 

D.    Results 

1 
1 

The results of the Phase I study are presented graphically (Figure 
1-2) in terms of take-off gross weight required to meet the mission 
■ pecific&tions as a function of cruise speed. It should be noted that the |~ 
purpose of this phase was to determine the approximate competitive 
position of the various VTOL design concepts. Therefore, this study 
was prepared to determine  trends of take-off gross weight with speed. r 
This was accomplished through a parametric analysis, taking into con- 
sideration both the weight and aerodynamic aspects of the problem. 
Although the data used in this investigation are believed to indicate 
correct trends, the absolute values of take-off gross weight «re con- 
servative (heavy) due to several basic assumptions. Consequently, the 
magnitude of gross   weight should be used only   as   a means of a  rela- f* 
tive comparison between the various design concepts and not construed 
to be absolute values. In order to obtain exact values of minimum gross 
weight of aircraft capable to perform the mission, a detailed perform- 
ance and weight analysis will be made for the more promising design 
concepts. 

] 

: 

i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
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1. Tilt-Wing Propeller 

2. Tilting Ducted Propeller 

3. Vectored Lift 

4. Special Hovering Turbojet 

5. Breguet-Kappuf 

6. Aerodyne 

From an evaluation of weight« and performance» the tilt wing propel- 
ler, tilting ducted propeller and vectored lift deelgne have approximately 
equal capability at the specified cruiae «peed of 300 mph. 

For true VTOL operation, the vectored lift concept will always be at 
•omewhat of a performance disadvantage due to the losses in thrust that 
are accompanied with deflecting the slipstream through quite large angles. 
At a given gross weight, the loss in thrust requires a greater power which 
ii reflected mainly in increased power plant weight and to a lesser degree 
in increased propeller weight. Consequently, assuming equal design pro- 
ficiency, the vectored lift concept will be somewhat heavier than either the 
tilting ducted propeller or tilt wing designs for VTOL appUcations. 

i i 

The results of this study indicate that the required gross weight for 
the tilt wing propeller and tilting ducted propeller concepts are very nearly 
the same. From Fig. 1-2, the tilt wing propeller has a very slight advan- 
tage over the tilting ducted propeller concept. The weight advantage results 
primarily from decreased required cruising fuel. The shroud drag accounts 
for the ilightly incre-.sed fuel requirements for the tilting ducted propeller 
design. 

At higher cruising speeds, the special hovering turbojet, Breguet- 
Kappus and Aerodyne VTOL concepts become more promising. 

Although the results presented in Fig. 1-2 indicate the special hover- 
ing turbojet aircraft to be the lightest configuration lor cruise speeds be- 
tween 350 to 450 mph,   there are several disadvantages of this design for 
the assault transport mission.     Perhaps the greatest detriment is the hot 
exhaust gases blasting downward in the take-off and landing flight condi- 
tions.    Another drawback is the limited time available that can be spent 
in the VTOL regime of flight due to the high fuel consumption. 

Page 7 
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The Aerodyne overtakee the propeller driven VTOL concept» et approxi- 
metely 400 mph end the special hove ring turbojet aircraft at 450 mph.   Be- 
yond a «peed of 450 mph,   the Aerodyne's competitive position is clearly 
superior to all the other concepts investigated.    However,  for £he else of 
aircraft considered the optimum propeller diec loading is high end increases 
with increasing forward fpeed,   resulting in high effective span loadings. 
Even in cases of partial power failure (for a reasonable number of engines), 
safe landing! are dubious if not impossible.   Obviously, one solution to the 
above problem is to install emergency power plant units.    This study did 
not consider this requirement and does not reflect the additional weight of 
such units.   Further, to provide adequate stability about all axes of flight 
duplicate electronic devices would be required.    This item has not been 
included in the trend study.    Both of these items would increase the re- 
quired take-off gross weight,   consequently decreasing its indicated com- 
petitive advantage.   It should also be noted that for an overall evaluation, 
the Aerodyne is best suited for low altitude operation due th the fact chat 
in forward flight it still depends on lift created by very highly loaded thrust 
generator.   This means that the induced power represents a high percent- 
age of the total power.  Since this power depends in turn on air density and 
is lowest at sea level, hence the Aerodyne is relatively better suited for low 
altitude operations than other concepts.    Other high speed VTOL concepts 
considered in this study would compare more favorably for cruising at high- 
er altitudes.  Nevertheless, the Aerodyne is an interesting concept especially 
suited for high speed low altitude operation. 

Taking into consideration the operational, difficulties of the special 
hovering turbojet concept and the safe landing difficulties with partial power 
failure of the Aerodyne, the Breguet-Kappus YTOL aircraft us promising 
for high speed assault transport applications. Since the wing area of this 
design must of necessity be large to accommodate the submerged ducted 
propellers, the assumption of cruising at sea level is particularly disad- 
vantageous for this concept. In an overall evaluation, it should be realised 
that the required take-off gross weight for the Breguet-Kappus VTOL con- 
cept would decrease more rapidly for cruising at optimum altitude when 
compared to either the tapecial hovering turbojet or Aerodyne designs. 
Thus, the competitive position of this concept would be improved if a more 
detailed analysis of the cruise condition was made. 

In conclusion, this type of broad parametric study to indicate trends is 
extremely desirable to aid in establishing the competitive position of th« 
many conceived VTOL configurations. However, it should be emphasised 
that such a study reflects only the weight and performance aspects and does 

Page 8 
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not consider design pro/iclency or theoporntiooal and «Ubility and control 
problem« that may be encountered. Conseqaently« tboce coocept« that 
appear to be '»optimum" may not prove to b« entirely suitable in operation. 
Some of these problems may be resolved through wind tunnel and component 
testing. However, the advantages and da sir ability of having flying test beds 
to prove and explore the principles of the many competitive VTOL config- 
urations cannot be underestimated. 
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COftrttMCMTIAJU 

mi T*m-a0 C*om» m*tgm Tr>ii4» gte. M) 

C<ml»iuratioo 

••     Kotory Wing CQ»c«|rtf 
1.     Conventional Tandem 

Rotor Helicopter 

2. BIX Tandem Rotor 
Helicopter 

3. Compound Helicopter 

4.     Retractoplane 

b.     Fixed Wing Concepts 
1.     Tilt-Wing 

Z.     Deflected Thrust 

3.     Vectored Lift 

4.     Breguet-Kappua 

5. Tilting Ducted Propeller 

6. Aerodyne 

Remarks 

Cruise speed limited by retreating blade 
stall.   C. W.  rise due to rotor weight and 
increased profile power associated with 
high solidity  (low C^)  requirements for 
high speed. 
Speed potential   improved,    G. W.    rise 
delayed. 
Not   suitable   for mission   as   outlined. 
Probably more  competitive if  cruising 
at higher altitudes. 
Most competitive of rotary wing concepts 
at moderate speeds.     G. W. high due  to 
heavy  rotor   and   drive   systems.      For 
increased time in hovering and high speed 
potential, turbojet powered retractoplane 
would probably be more competitive. 

Tilt-wing propeller optimum aircraft for 
specified mission. Tilt - wing turbojet 
heavy due to power plant weight and hover 
fuel requirements. 
Not competitive due to losses in thrust 
deflection resulting in increased power 
plant weight and hover fuel requirements. 
Competitive with tilt-wing propeller. 
Heavier duj to thrust loss for deflection 
of slipstream. 
Competitive at high speeds. Heavy due 
to high fuel requirements associated with 
low wing loadings due to submerged fans. 
More competitive at higher cruising alti- 
tudes. 
Competitive  at mission  speed require- 
ment. 
Superior at speeds greater than 450 mph. 
Disadvantages due to reliance on power 
for lift and electronic devices for stabil- 
ity. Less competitive athigher cruising 
altitudes. 
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II.   lYraoocaiüw 

A. MISSION REQUIREltCNTS 

Development of aircraft capable of vertical take-offs and landings and also 
capable of much higher flying speeds  than conteroporriy  helicopters  has received 
great lnpetas due to recent developments  in the aerodynaraics of high lift generation 
and therico-propuls ion.    Such aircraft have been conceived in a number of configurations, 
the relative advantages of which have not been established on an analytical basis. 

In  May  1955,   Vertol Aircraft Corporation was awarded Contract Nonr  1661(00) 
from the Office of Naval Research, Department of the Navy,  to undertake a broad 
research comparative study of vertical take-off and landing subsonic transport 
aircraft in order to analyze and categorize these many design concepts. 

At a meeting held at the Office of Naval Research in Washington, D.C.  on 
April 27,   1955,  the following mission requirements were set forth: 

a) Payload 
b) Take-off 
c) Cabin Size 
d) Cargo 
e) T^O,,  Conditions 
f) Runway Surface 
g) Cruise Speed 
h) Flight Profile 
i) Landing 
j) Radius  of Action 

8000 lb,  out 4000 lb.  back 
Vertical 
8    x 9' x ♦ 
35 Infantry troops  or equivalent vehicles 
Pressure Altitude 6000 ft. at 950F 
Friction Coefficient/i= 82; DCI = IB**" 
300 i^ah, 
20% of radius adjacent to target at S.L, 
Vertical 
425 statute miles. 

♦ As Required to accomodate 35 troops, 
** Applicable to the case of running T.O.,  at  0,GoWo 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Furthermore,   it was specified the aircraft must remain controllable with one 
engine Inoperative and be able to make a "controlled crash" landing. 

The study  is confined to types which offer reasonable technical promise of 
becoming operationally available within the next 5 to 10 years.    Therefore, 
technical data,  such as power plant performance and weights,  structural weights, 
etc., were extrapolated to 1962 state of art. 

B. OBJECTIVES 

In order  to encompass  the entire spectrum of VTOL aircraft suitable for a 
medium payload transport,  Vertol Aircraft Corporation suggested that cruise speed 
be considered as a variable.    Consequently,   it was agreed that the study be 
divided  into two phases. 

I 
i 

♦ Prepared by: J. Mallen CONFIDENTIAL 

■ 
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Tim pJi«$«  I  st«<*y considers  «11 possible design concepts  for  VTOL treiifporu 
»herein the i.ke-off gross  .eight  required  to per for. the specified ■*••*— » 
evaluated and presented as  a  function of cruise speed.     The various configurations 
studied  In the phase  I analysis are tabulated  In Fig.   II-l. 

Flfll   II -  }  VTOL Concepts 

a)    Kotary - Wing Concepts 

Configurations 
Power Plant 

Hover Cruise 

1. Conventional Tandea Rotor 
Helicopter 

2. Tandem Rotor Helicopter 
equipped with BLC Rotors 

3. Coapound Helicopter 

4,    Retractoplane 

b) Fixed Wing Concepts 

1. Tilt Wing 

2. Deflected Thrust 

3. Vectored-Lift 

4. Breguet - Kappus 

5. Special Hovering Turbojet 

6. Tilting Ducted Propeller 

7. Aerodyne 

Turboprop Turboprop 

Turboprop Turboprop 

Turboprop Turboprop 
Rocket Turbine Turboprop 
Tip Rocket Turboprop 

Turboprop Turboprop 
Rocket Turbine Turboprop 
Tip Rocket Turboprop 
Rocket Turbine Turbojet 
Tip Rocket Turbojet 

Turbojet Turbojet 
Turboprop Turboprop 
By-Pass Turbojet By-Pass Turbojet 

Turbojet Turbojet 
By-Pass Turbojet By-Pass Turbojet 

Turboprop Turboprop 

Split-turboprop Split-turboprop 

Turbojet   (1) Turbojet 

Turboprop Turboprop 

Turboprop  (2) Turboprop   (2) 

Notes:     (1)    Special high thrust - light weight hovering engines 
arranged in clusters. 

(2)    Shrouded propeller 

CONFIüEimAL 
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Ai th# ronclusion of ilsli ^twdy,  Ifet «ort preaisi-j zemepti for VTOL trtKiport 
applications will  be sutjected to a »ero detailed Oi#s;^a study and evt'mtedl for  tbo 
specified mission. 

Since the naln purpose of the phase  I  study  Is   to deteraine tlie approxlaitt 
competitive position of each VTOL concept  the raethod of solution was gef^red to 
this purpose.    Although the results are not considered sufficiently detailed to 
establish values of design parameters,   they are sufficiently accurate to establitk 
trends. 

In any study of this  sort  there are  two aspects  to the problen: 

a) Determination of cowponent weights 
b) Determination of fuel required 

In the problen of weight prediction,  perhaps  the aost   inportant consideration 
is the powerplant  since so many of the design concepts depend  upon  low specific 
weight power generators.     For  the purposes  of this study„  only the gas  turbine 
and turbojet engines were considered as primary  sources  of power.    For  hovering 
flight,  however,  auxiliary  sources  of power  such as  tip rockets  and rocket  turbines, 
were considered for those VTOL concepts that derive their vertical thrust froa a 
conventional  type of helicopter rotor.    After visiting various cognizant  governaent 
agencies,   talking with several representatives  of industry and reviewing perforaance 
data of present day and future engines,   trend curves  of specific weight and fuel 
consumption were determined.     Thesfi result? are discussed  in Section V, 

Other components  of weight  eapty were  based  in raost  part,   on actual  aircraft 
data oDtained  from various government  agencies  or  from our  own experience.     For each 
component weight,   pertinent  design paraneiers were aeterminea  in  order   to establish 
the correlating  factor.     Weight   'rend data  are discussed   in Section  IV, 

In order  to expedite  the calculations,  all weight   items were expressed either 
as a constant  number  of pounds  or  in terms  of gross weight.     However,   several of 
the correlating  factors  obtained  in Section  IV 6 V are  functions   of parameters 
other  than gross weight.    Through manipulation   »any  of these  items  could  be 
changed  to gross  weight.    Foi-  exanple,   power  required may be expressed as  gross 
weight  divided by power   loading.    Potver  loading  in turn can be defined  in  terms of 
disc   loading.     Another example   is radius  which can be expressed   in terms  of gross 
weight and disc   loading,.    These manipulations we-e maae  so that  only a  few of the 
basic parameters remained to  be varied and all   the terms were  finally represented 
as  a  function  of gross  weight.  . 

Several  terms   involved  gross weight   to a   fractional  power.     These  terms 
were  linearized  simply  by  solving for  a  new constant  at  an assumed gross weight. 
In this manner,  all  the component  weight   terms were made a  function of gross weight. 
Fuel required  for cruising  a  total distance  of 650 statute raiies was  obtained  in 
terms  of gross  weight   using the power plant  data  and assuming power required remains 
constant,   ivev   no variation   in gross weight   was  considered as  fuel  is  consumed. 
Summing all  these  items and  solving  for required take-off gross  weight was an easy 
task.    A more detailed discussion of the procedure and assun^tions  ased   in evaluating 
take-off gross  weight  can  be   found   in  Section  VI, 
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I,     Wiaalon QgyUHOns 

To evaluate and categorize  the many VTnL design concepts  as quickly as 
possible,   several  deviations   froa the  specified mission were wde. 

a) Payload - 6000 lbs,   outbound and   inbound 
b) Cruise at sea  level 
c) Power required  to cruise at a given speed  is assumed  to be supplied 

by the engine   (s)  at 80% of its   (their)  rated military power. 

2,     Enqine-out   Safety Provisions 

In order  to satisfy  the requirement   that  the aircraft  remain controllable 
with one-engine  inoperative and he ^ble  to make a  "controlled crash" 
landing,   inter connecting shafts  have  been provided  for  all applicable 
design concepts.     In addition weight provisions and power requirements 
have been estimated  to assure positive control  throughout all regimes 
of flight with particular emphasis  on the take-off and  landing conditions. 

30    Time   in  Hover inri 

Page 16 
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Jet exit  area   loading   is defined as  the  thrust divided  by  the cross  section 
of the fully developed air  stream associated with  the generation of thrust. 
It  may be  recalled at   this point   that   for   the airscrew  type of thrust 
generators,   the ultimate jet  area   loading   is equal   to twice  the disc  loading. 
This  results   from the  assumption that   the cross  section area of the ultimate 
slip stream   is equal   to one-halt   of  the  airscrew disc  area. 

CONiTUKNTlAL 

r 

r These deviations were made in order to facilitate the calculations and 
do not effe(; trends but merely result in conservative (heavy) estimates 
for take-off gross weight.  Item (c)t cruise at 60% of rated military 
power, may be criticized from an operational viewpoint since this assumption    r* 
requires shutting down a sufficient number of engines to assure the cruise 
condition. 

In the next phase of this st'yiy, the tilt-wing propeller and vectored 
lift VTOL concepts will be optimized in order to minimize the take-off -* 
gross weight. One item in the optimization will be the determination 
of the best cruising altitude and speed for the specified mission taking 
into consideration part-load fuel consumption characteristics of the 
power plants. 

I 
I 
1 Time spent in hovering was not specified.  However, this is a very important 

factor and may have considerable influence in the selection of the optimum 
design parameters. To illustrate the importance of hovering time, the 
hourly fuel consumption per pound of vertical thrust is shown in Fig, II-2 
for various types of vertical thrust qenerators, ranging from conventional 
helicopters to turbojets.  In order to correlate on a common basis the n 
relative fuel consumption of various thrust generators, the jet exit area 
loading has been selected as an independent varialilev 

I 
I 
I 

■ 
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3.    Tim  i" Hoiftfina   «^jntiwt«: 

For such tfernst geicriiorj  «$ ductea prop«}l«c& tnd  fiis,  is  wtll •• 
turbcjei «ngincs,   th#> txtt «re« cf the duct or txhaaii  pipe my bm 
considered  a*  the "jet exit"   area. 

In order   to provide so«»  feeliny as  to the efficiency with which therMo- 
cheaical energy of fuel   is  used  In the process  of rertlcal  thrust  generation, 
a  few lines  showing the equivalent efficiency   |jf«qj   are plotted  In Flg.   II-2. 
This equivalent efficiency  ii defined as  the product  of the overall 
efficiency   ^oyJ  an^ tile square root  of the ratio of the air density In 
the fully developed  sup strea« of the  thrust generator   (o()  to the density 
of the ambient air   Cf): 
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3.    Tlae In Hovering   (Continued) 

The overall efficiency Is defined.   In turn, as the ratio of the Ideal 
energy required per unit of time to generate a given thrust to that 
actually released from the fuel.    It can be seen fron Flg.  II-2(  that 
for such fuels as gasoline and kerosene with an approximate heat value 
of 19,500 BTU/lb., an equivalent efficiency of 15% nay be considered ai 
representative for a very wide range of vertical thrust generators ranging 
from conventional helicopters to pure turbojets. 

ui en 

oo 
"I 
ooc 

HOVERING TIME-MINUTES XIT-AREA LOADING 
Wi-!b«/FT« 

I 

• 

[ 

[ 
[ 

! 

Fig. II-3 

APPROXIMATE FUEL REQUIRED PER POUND OF STATIC THIÜST AT SEA LEVEL FOR V 
ÖV =.15 
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3.    Tit in JEEglfli  ^ctHuedJ 

Using this value of equivaleai «fflcleicy   ("^^ .15)  flg.   II-3 has  own 
prepared  shM*lng the approxlnaie  fuel  required per pound  of static 
thrust as a  function of Jet exit area  loading for several valaes of 
hovering tloe.     It can be seen that  for exlrenely s^l  xims  In hovarleg 
(not exceeding 5 minutes),   the weight of hovering fuel required,  even at 

very high values  of Jet exit  area  loaJing corresponding to lur'ojats,   li 
not excessive.     However,  as  the time  In hovering is  Increased,   it  If 
apparent that the Jet exit area  loading nust be decreased  in order to arrive 
at reasonable values  of hovering fuel required.    Consequently,  tlae in 
hovering is an extremely inportant  factor and will have an appreciably 
effect  in determining not  only the optimum design parameters  for certain 
design concepts but will also effect the con^arative competitive position 
of the various VTOL configurations^ 

To establish a realistic tine in hovering to be used in the phase I analysis, 
a  number  of operational personnel  in  the arB*d  forces,  gcverrment agencies 
and at VERTOL were  approached.    The concensus  of opinion expressed by these 
personnel ,/as  than an absolute minimum of five   G)  minutes would be required 
to perform the specified mission.,    In addition to the operational tin in 
hovering,  a  two   G)   minute warm-up was  assumed.    Therefore,  a  total tloe 
of seven   (7)  minutes was  used  in deteraining fuel requirements   in hovering. 

Since hovering tine  is  an  important  aspect  of VTOL operation,   the study 
will be extended  in  the  near  future  to  include the effect  of varying time 
spent  in the hovering regime  of< flight  on  the competitive position of the 
VTOL configurations. 

4,    Design Hovering Altjt.u.je 

A design hovering altitude of oOOO ft.   and 950F ambient  tenf)erature was 
used throughout  this   initial   investigation.    The effect  of hovering 
altitude and ambient  temperature  on  the  payload  capabilities  of the 
tilt-wing and vectored  lift   VTOL concepts will   be considered  in the 
more detailed  study  to  follow. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1 
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A. C4NtJI.\L 

Since some of the desiyi features eaj  rot  be readily apparent,  eacfj VTOt. 
concept   investigated  in  this phase of the work program  is  briefly described. 
In addition,   for each design concept,   charts  have been prepared expressing 
the relative various  cornponent  weights   as  a  function of cruising speed.     To 
provide a  dear present ition of  the data,   the  take-off gross weight  was 
divided  into six relative components  expressed  as percentage of  T.O.G.W.: 

},     Fowerplant Package,   Wp.     Includes   instaMed engine weight,   trans- 
mission  shafting  and  drive  systems,   lubrication  and   fue'   systems. 

2. Lift  and Propulsive Package,»^.      Includes  rotors,   propellers  and 
wing. 

3. Structural  and Fixed Equipment  Package,   Wz.     Includes  body,   tail, 
alighting  gear  and   fixed equipment. 

4. Cruising Fuel,   W^p. 

5. Hovering Fuel,  W^Qy. 

6. Fixed Useful  Load.   WpyL.     Includes crew,  paytoad,   trapped  liquids, 
engine oil,   etc. 

B. ROTARY WING CONCLPTS 

1. Conventional  Tandem Rotor  Helicopter 

A conventional shaft driven tandem rotor helicopter, powered with turbo- 

prop engines, was analyzed in order to encompass the entire VTOL speed 
spectrum,,  This aircraft is competitive with other more promising VTOL 

Scheins at speeds not exceeding approximately loO mph.  Beyond this 
cruise speed, the gross weight tends to rise rapidly due to increase 
in rotor weight and higher cruising powers associated with the high 

sdidity - low average rotor lift coefficients required at high speed. 

At minimum gross weight the disc loading is approximately 4 ibs/sq.ft. 
and the rotor tip speed is &50 fps.  As the cruise speed is increased 
the optimum disc loading tends to rise and the tip speed decreases. 

2. BLC Tandem Rotor  Helicopter 

i ■ 

To indicate the ;peed potential of a tandem rotor helicopter, a blowing 

type BLC system was analyzed.  The speed potential of the helicopter 

was increased b\ approximately 20 to 40 iiph without appreciable increase 
in take-off gross weight.  With more elaborate schemes of BLC, or 
circulation control potentiality of the helicopter to fulfill the mis- 
sion can, probably, be extended to still higher speeds. 

Compound HeJicopter 

A single rotor helicopter equipped with a wing and propellers for forward 

flight operation was analyzed.  Three separate methods for powering the 

Prepared by: Mil i en 
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5.    fo^ound Jtelicojier   (C«itt 'd) 

rotor were assumed:    shaft drive;   tip rocket:  and rocket   turbine. 
This was done to make certain  that  for  the specified tlae  In hovering 
some means other than the shaft drive wou'd prove to be Ughter.     None 
of the confound heMcopter versions appear to be competitive for this 
mission.    Duplication of the lift and propulsive systems resuUs  in 
high empty weight.    Cruise fuel requirements are high due to the hub 
drag.     Optimum disc loading for the shaft driven versions  is approxi- 
mately 3 ibs/sq. ft.; 4 lbs/ft.    for the tip rocket and 5 ibs/sq.ft. 
for the rocket turbine version.    Optimum wing aspect ratio is approxi- 
mately 6 and operating wing lift coefficient  is  .5. 

4* Retractoplane 

Briefly, the basic concept of the retractoplane is one in which the 
rotor is telescoped to a small diameter, stopped and retracted into 
the fuselage after sufficient forward speed has been attained to support 
the aircraft on wings while forward thrust is provided by propellers 
or Jets.  Due to the telescoping and retraction features of the rotor, 
the lifting system is heavier for the retractoplane than for the con- 
ventional or compound helicopter. However, cruising fuel requirements 
for the retractoplane are considerably less, resulting in lower (than 
the compound) required gross weight for this concept. The retractoplane 
is the most competitive of the rotary wing concepts for fulfilling the 
mission requirements. 

Optimum disc loading for the 
plane is approximately 6 lbs/ 
version and 8 ibs/sq.ft. for 
low solidity rotor is most su 
is that of high aspect ratio 
The requirement for unloading 
primarily responsible for the 
Consequently, cruising at alt 
this design concept. 

shaft driven propeller turboprop retracto- 
sq.ft.; 7 Ibs/sq.ft. for the tip rocket 
the turbine rocket rotor. A high tip speed 
itabie. The optimum wing configuration 
CAR = 6) and low wing lift coefficient, 
the rotor at moderate forward speeds was 
low operational wing lift coefficients, 

itude would be especially beneficial for 

The turbojet versions of the retractoplane are considerably heavier due 
to the high cruise fuel requirements. Cruising at altitude would reduce 
the required taMe-off gross weight. The optimum design parameters are 
approximately the same as for the turboprop versions. 
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SYMBOL ITEM 

W, Power Plant Package 

W, Lift t Propulsive 
Package 

Wr 

W 
CR 

W HOV 

W 
FUL 

Structures  fc Fixed 
Equipment Package 

Cruise Fuel 

Hovering Fuel 

Fixed Useful Load 
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c.      OHMfflB fSBSEEt 
I.    Tilt-Wing PropeMer 

The tilting wing properer concept  appears  to be the aost appMcab'e 
design in the fie'd of aediua speed aircraft wherein the rotor-propeiiers 
are used for both  Uft   in hovering and forward  fight  thrust generation. 
For  this analysis  a constant  chord wing was  assuaed,   resulting in con- 
siderable increase  in wing weight.     Use of a  tapered wing would be reflected 
in lower values  for required take-off gross weight.     At  the specified Mis- 
sion cruise speed of 300 raph.  optiaua properer disc  loading is 66 lbs/ 
sq.ft.     As forward speed  is  increased  the optiaua disc  loading increases, 
A high tip speed high solidity rotor-propener is required.    Wing opera- 
ting lift coefficients are moderate.    The wing span is a function of 
propeller diameter  and number of propellers  since the entire wing was 
assumed to be iamersed  in the slipstream.     Optimua wing aspect ratio  is 
approximately 7. 

2.    Tilt-Wing Direct Thrust Concepts 

The tilting wing turbojet and by-pass  turbojet concepts wherein the 
entire engine-wing package Is rotated froa near vertical  for VTOL to 
nearly horizontal  for forward propulsion are not competitive for this 
mission.    The powerplant size and hovering fuel requirements are primarily 
responsible for the resulting high values of take-off gross weight. 
Cruising at altitude would result  in a more competitive position for these 
concepts. 

3. Deflected Thrust Concepts 

For this design concept,   turbojet and/or by-pass turbojet thrust  is assumed 
to be deflected through 90°  for VTOL.    A 10% loss  in thrust was assumed 
for deflection.    Due to this  thrust  loss,  powerplant  and hover fuel  weight 
is  Increased resulting  in still   higher  take-off gross weights.    Conse- 
quently,   these schemes  are least  attractive for  this  mission. 

4. Vectored Lift 

The vectored lift VTOL concept wherein the properer süpstreaa is de- 
flected through large angles  by means  of full-span double  flaps  for VTOL 
operation is competitive at  the assumed cruise speed.    Due to the losses 
associated with deflection of the slipstream,  the vectored lift concept 
appears  somewhat heavier  than the tliting-propei ler designs for true VTOL 
applications.     Optimum disc  loading  is  approximately 55  ibs/sq.ft.   for 
the 300 raph cruising speed.    Wing aspect ratio,   assuming Fowler  flaps, 
is about 7. 

j 
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Vertical take-offs and landings are accoajiMshed by rotating shrouded 
prope"ers through approximately W degrees. This VTOL concept is 
conpetitive at the mission cruising speed.  It is slightly heavier 
than the tiU-wing properer design due to the increased fuel con- 
sumption nssociated with the shroud drag.  Ootimum disc loading is 
approximately '30 ibs/sq.ft., assuming a four-propeller version, 
Rotation of the inboard ducted propellers through 90° may present some 
mechanical difficulties. 

6.  Special Hovering Turbojet 

In this design concept, it was assumed that clusters of light-weight 
turbojets would be mounted vertically for VTOL operations.  The turbo- 
jet cruise engines would be optimized for the cruising flight. With 
these assunptions, this VTOL concept is competitive at speeds of 300 r 
mph or greater.  However, there are two disadvantages associated with 
this design for the assault transport mission.  First, the hot exhaust 
gases blasting downward for VTOL would probably create operational 
problems. Second, due to high fuel consumption associated with these 
light-weight hovering turbojets, the time spent in the VTOL regime *• 
becomes an exceedingly important factor and must be limited to a matter 
of minutes. 

7.  Breguet-Kappus 

The Breguet-Kappus VTOL concept derives its vertical thrust from ducted 
propellers submerged in the fixed wings.  A hot gas generator of the 
turbojet type is installed to either drive the ducted propellers through 
special turbines, or to provide thrust in forward flight, through the 
discharge of hot gases as in a conventional turbojet. This scheme would 
obviously necessitate quite large wing areas in order to submerge the 
propellers.  Due to the low wing loadings cruising fuel requirements r 
are quite high for sea level operation.  Consequently, for a more real- 
istic mission analysis, the Breguet-Kappus concept for VTOL would be 
more competitive with the other high speed concepts.  Optimum disc load- 
ing at 300 nph is approximately 140 ibs/sq.ft. increasing to 200 lbs/ 
sq.ft. at the higher speeds. 
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8.  Agrodyn« 

It has been as^waed for analysis purposes, that the totat thrust (both 
lift and forward thrust) is derived fro« the two shrouded prope"ers. 
At speeds greater than 450 uph. the Aerodyne's competitive position is 
dearly superior to an the other concepts investigated. Two dis- 
advantages, however, are associated with this design concept; first, 
reliance on power for lift and second, dependence upon electronic devices 
for stability.  In an overall evaluation, it should be realized that 
the Aerodyne is best suited for low altitude operation due to its strong 
dependence of power required on air density.  Consequently, for a awre 
realistic mission analysis, wherein optiaua cruising altitude would be 
selected, the other high speed VTOL concepts would be more coaf)etltlve 
with the Aerodyne.  At 300 mph the optimum properer disc loading Is 
approximately 80 ibs/sq.ft. increasing to 275 "ibs/sq. ft. at high speed. 
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Since the purpose or thia  phase of the study is to Indicate the competitive 
(position of the various ViOL concepts for a specified mission, the weight analysi 

has been geared to the prediction of accurate trends rather than detailed absolut 
values. 
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IV.  WEIGW TKEND DATA* 

A,  IWIRODUCTION 

Furthermore, in keeping with the purpose of this study, weight trends have 
been extrapolated to the 1962 "state of art". Consequently, in an attenpt to pro 
Ject progress in technology and materials to 1962, the trend weights reported her' 
in are of necessity optimistic as conpared to present day data. This approach to 
the weight analysis is exceedingly iooportant at this stage of investigation, sine 
an inherent problem associated with VTOL aircraft is the high percentage of gross 
weight represented by weight enpty. As a result, in order to perform the specifi 
mission, a concept approaching the borderline of practicality from a weight view- 
point becomes increasingly sensitive to small weight variations in weight empty. 
Therefore, the prediction of weights should be somewhat optimistic to prevent pre 
mature elimination of such a concept from further consideration. The more promis 
configurations that fulfill the mission requirements will be subjected to a more 
detailed analysis to confirm and substantiate the accuracy of the initial invest! 
tion. 

Development of weight expressions for VTOL aircraft has been based on the 
premise that fixed wing and rotary wing weight trends, with adjustments made to 
reflect special features and problems, could be combined to predict VTOL weight 
trends. The design parameters for correlating weight trends have been selected 
principally for this investigation. The parameters and formulae have been kept 
as simple as possible, consistent with acceptable accuracy, for ease of calcula- 
tion and conversion to basic aerodynamic parameters. 

The general method of obtaining the weight trends has been to correlate actua 
weights of various airplanes and helicopters with combinations of basic design pe 
meters. In most cases, these statistics have been plotted on logarithmic graph p 
to facilitate obtaining a trend and determining the correlating equation. The tr 
equations were obtained in must cases by weighting the data considered most repre 
sentative of efficient design and applying the method of least squares. 

In the following sections weight trends are set forth for the various compom 
groups and applied to the various VTOL concepts.  (Summary charts showing the 
application of these trends follow this page). 
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SUMMAHY vrrOL WLIGIfT THUiUS - ROTARY WING CONCWTS 

Item 

Rotor Group/Rotor 

Tandem Helicopter 
Shaft Driven Rotors 

Conventional 
Rotor 

Blades 

Hub & Hinge 

Wing Group 

Tail Group 

Body Group 

226K 0.63 

Compound Helicopter Single Rotor 
with Propellers 

BLC 
Rotor 

92.4K 0.93 

. o i w 

(I.I) (226K0*S) 

Shaft Driven Rotor 
Gas Turbine 

(l.l)(92.4K033) 

Turbine Rocket 
I Tip Rocket 

Driven 
Rotor 

226K 063 

92.4K0S3 

r           -        0 25-.      0.6 (LF)b30uwlTF)n ^»-1. 06 [41.57 0, u)-^*3S-»-    —Z. ^J. 

.OIW 

Alighting Gear* 

Propulsion Group 
Rotor 

Props or Jets 

Propellers 

Drive System 
Rotor Drive 

Prop. Sync. XH^ 

Prop.  Sync, 
Shafting 

Fixed Equipment** 
Fixed Useful Load 

Incl.  Eng.  Lub. 
Sys.** ' 

Fuel & Fuel System 
Rotor 

Props or Jets 

,7 [49 6 K 0.34] 

. 4 2     /HP 

6I0(.6K)0674 

2380 + .03W 

}- 6.7 #/GAL 

.42      /Hf» 

6IO{.6K)06T4 

2380 •+ .OSW 

9500 

I 6.7 VGAL 

.029V/ .029W 

[496K0.;54] 1.26 U96K 

.04W 

.51 %. 

305K 0.674 

I30K-3N 

6.3K-5L 

«a». 

, 6.65    /6Ai 

.09   /HP +360 

.51   VHP 

.2 VHP 

303 K 0.674 

23 80 ♦0.39W 

8,5  /HP/HOUR 

•7S 6.65 "/GAL 

.0I9W 

I.I5X 

.145   AHRUST 

.31 VHP 

ROTOR SHAFT 
■ .OIW 

9050 

15 ArHRUST/HR 

6,65   *AiAi. 

*    Retractable - Helicopter Design Criteria 

♦♦ These values apply only for the gross weight range and mission of this study. 
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COHfH£NIlAL 

SUmtARY VTOL «EIGHT THtSUS - ÄOTAfiY WING COfCEFTS 

Rttractoplan«   ~ 
Single Rotor with Propellers 

Cos Turbine 
Shaft Driven Rotor 

wnsm 
Rocket 

Tip Rocket 
Driven Rotor 

Setractoplane 
Single Rotor with Turbojeti 

Shaft Driven I Tip Rockat 
Rotor 

Turbine Rocket 
Driven 
Rotor 

Correlation 
Factor 

K 

(l.2H22eK0,68) 

(l.8)(92.4Ka85). WRHI» X)0"7 

I. 06 [41.57 0, OT^08^ + 
O.ettFlb^UA-iTF) 

.osw .0IW .oitw 

1.35 [»»eK0-34 •-   (1.20 (4teKaS4) 

OIW C/ltW 

(l.51){4ttK0=84) (t.ll) (4tilC0*4) V»2   8F   X   ICO 

.51   *AP .0§ #/HP4S60 

.04W 

I4S   /•THUUST .Of */HP4 BtO .145    ATHRUW 

.51 VHP .61 #/H? .177    ATMRUW .ITT V^TMdülT 

8 VHP 

ITOKO.m |T0K0.fT4 ROTOR tHAFT 
• .01 W 

ITOK8^*7^ 
ROTOR IHAFT 

• .OIW 
HP 
A 

IIOK0,8XM 

•.«R0JKL Aa 

1110 4 .04SW 

1500 tsoo toso • 600 1060 

I • 15 #/0AL •,6#/H^^0UR I6*ATHRU•T^R i.6VH^/H0UR IöV^THRUIT/HR 

•••6  76A4. 1.16  VOAL §16   *ML 6.16   VOM. 
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CONFIÜLtfriAl. 

SKMM,\Ry VlÜL WLIGirr TRLNÜS-FIXLÜ WING CONCURS 

r Tilting Wing 

Item 

Rotor Group/Rotor 

Turboprop 
By-Pass 
Turbojet 

Turbojet 

Tilting Ducted 
Propeller 

748K 0 31 
IHCLUOtO IN 

Turboprop 

Special 
|  Hovering 

Turbojet 

Wing Group 
1.2 
x 

1.2 
x 

i.i If 
.06[4t.57C(wj2H*O6(Lnb^*<I£]-^ 

Tail Group .03W .03W 

Body Group 496 K 0 34 

Alighting Gear ..« .045W .04W 04 W 04W .04W 

Propulsion Group 
Fwd,   Fliaht 

51  #/HP 306 */*THRUST > .277*/* 

Vert,  Flight 

THRUST 53*/HP .277 V^TMRUST 

2 */*THRüST 

Propeller/Prop. 2.0SS+I250K 0.27 

Drive System 
Prop.   Sync.   XMSN (30K-3N I30K-3N 

Prop.  Sync, 
Shafting 6 3K5L 6.3K5L 

Prop.  Extension 
Shaft 7.2K L 7,2 KL 

Fixed Equipment ** 2380+.026W 2380 +.0I5W 23eO-t-,OI5W 2380 + .025W 2380+ .02W 

Fixed useful Load 
Incl. Eng. Lub. 
Sys.** 

9300 9150 9150 9300 9150 

Fuel 6 Fuel System 
Rotor 6.7 VGAL. 6.65   /GAL 6.65*VGAL 

I 
I 
I 

* Retractable - Helicopter Design Criteria 

** These values apply only for the gross weight range anu mission of this study. 
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SUMMAftV VTOL WLICffT IRLNbS-FIXiü WING CONCtFTS 

1^ cS 
,/..) 

Üeflected Thrust Vectored 
Lift 

Breyuef 
Knppus 

Aerodyne 

Turbojet By-Pass 
Turbojet 

INCLU DED IN 

ENGINE WT. 

Turboprop 

748K C.3I 

Split 
Turboprop Turboprop 

Correlation 
Factor 

K 

\      -ax io*    / 

1.0 
X 

1.0 
X 

! 2 !.30 
,.06[4l.5rC.WW

25S+  C)6(LF)faWTF)]^2.SSs/ 

.03W  -^ 03W 

--     496 K 0,34 w2 Sp x icT 10 

.04W ,04W .05W .04W .04 W 

.29 VVHRUST .äAsV^HMUST 51 #/HP .56 #/HP 53 VHP 

HP x QixyT 
SL x lo^r^ 250K027 I250K 

027 

30KWN HP* 

■n-x 

6.3K5L HP. 

JLS. 
7 2<L 

HPp 

XT 
2380 t .0I5W 2380+ .0I5W 2380+ .0I5W 2 380+ 025W 2380 + .025W 

9150 9150 9300 9150 9300 

6.65 **/GAL 6.65 VGAL 6.7 * /GAL 
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B,        tor« GROUP 

1. Rotor Hub ind Himw Weight  Trend 
10000 

1000 

100 

K 33 (WxaxfP)X(lO"7) 
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Three easily determined factors which affect the weight of the rotor 
hub and hinge are gross weight, torque, and centrifugal force. ASSIUB» 

ing that the RPM in torque cancels the effect of RPM in centrifugal 
force, the factors mentioned above are represented in the correlation 
factor used in Figure iv- 1 by gross weight, horsepower and rotor radius. 

Since the plotted points fall on, or close to, the curve it is logical 
to assume that the correlation factor contains a reasonable balance 
of parameters, and that a reliable trend has been established. It is 
interesting to note that the plotted points include the following 
variety of rotor systems: teetering two bladed single and tandem 
rotors; fully articulated four bladed single rotors; and fully articu- 
lated three bladed tandem and laterally disposed rotors. Some of the 
weights were taken from relatively old and obsolete helicopters, 
particularly the laterally disposed rotors, but the majority are from 
aircraft presently in use or advanced models. 
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2.    Rotor Blade Weight Trend 

10000 

1000 

100 

0.1 1.0 10 100 

K =   (Wxfi-x (T)  ~   (VT x  102) 

The rotor blade weight  trend  indicated by Figure iv-2represents the 
best correlation obtained from various combinations of the parameters 
effecting blade weight.     Further study as  to the  individual effect on 
blade weight of each parameter within the correlation factor probably 
would permit a decrease  in the scatter of the plotted points;  however, 
the present trend  is sufficient  for  its   intended purpose.    The wider 
scatter of blade weight  as conpared to hub and hinge weight may be 
attributed to variations  in method of blade construction,  and more 
pronounced differences  in design philosophy and manufacturing techni- 
ques of various manufacturers.     For example,  two single rotor blades 
produced by the same manufacturer represent a  line approximately 
parallel  to but heavier than the trend curve,  while several tandem 
rotor blades produced by another manufacturer  fall on or close to the 
trend curve. 
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3, Application of Trends 

Conventional Helicopter Rotors 

The trend equations were used directly. 

Halicopter with Boundary Layer Control 

The boundary layer control proposed is of the circulation control or 
blowing type which would be accomplished by utilizing the centrifugal 
punping action of the blades, eliminating the necessity and resulting 
weight penalty of special blowers« "^9 additional power requlreaent 
will be supplied by the helicopters' main engines thus eliminating 
the need for an auxiliary power unit. Based on a boundary layer control 
program presently under development by this contractor, it has been 
estimated that this type can be built into the rotor system for a rotor 
group weight increase of 10%. 

Retractable Rotor 

This rotor would consist of a partially telescoping blade which could 
be retracted inside the fuselage of the helicopter after its rotation 
has been stopped and sufficient forward speed has been obtained to 
fully unload the rotor. Preliminary design studies on this type sys- 
tem have shown an estimated weight increase of approximately 30% over 
the weight predicted by the trend curves. However, in this study the 
trend curve weight has been increased by only 20% to allow for a more 
efficient design as the state of the art progresses. 

Tip Rocket Driven Rotors 

The addition of tip rockets and their fuel lines to a conventional rotor 
blade would result in a relatively small weight increase. The added 
complexity of the hub and hinge occasioned by the fuel delivery and 
control problem would also cause a weight increase. However, the 
elimination of the rotor driving torque from the hub and hinge would 
result in a weight decrease. Therefore« it has been assumed that these 
changes would counterbalance each other and there would be no overall 
weight change within the accuracy of the study. As a result, the weight 
from the trend curve has been used without adjustment. 
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C. PROPELLER 

1. Conventional Propeller Weight Trend 

i 
^ 1000 

4) 

II 

200 

rrr?; §m !Fig. IV - 3g: 

500 1000 10000 50000 

Horsepower 

I 
I 
m 
i 

I 

I 

The correlation of conventional propeller weight with take-off horse- 
power was considered sufficiently accurate for this study. Figure IV-3 
indicates direct propeller weight variations with horsepower from 
0,35 to 0.15 lb. per HP.  For use with the confound helicopter and 
retractoplane versions a value of 0.2 lb. per HP has been used. Although 
this weight is somewhat below the mathematical average, it is in accordance 
with the intent of this capability design investigation. 
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2.     Flapping IVr.      ..r »tight   Tread 
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Flapping Propeller Estimated foeight Trend 

WFp = 74ÖK0'31 ter 

Propeller Weight Trend 
Wp = lOOOK0«27 

.^-f7 TE] 

^■y" 
Rotor Group Weight Trend 

©tandem helicopter 
Qsingle rotor helicopter 
Äconvertiplane 

Fig. IV - 4  -©-ronventional propeller 

05 .1 10 100 500 

K = (HPXD
3
Xö-

5
)-I- in  xlO4) 
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At the present time there is no weight information available for a 
flapping propeller of the size and capacity required by the VTOL air- 
craft under study.  In order to estimate a trend for such a propeller 
both conventional propeller weights including their pitch control 
mechanism and helicopter rotor group weights per rotor including their 
upper controls, were plotted against the same correlation factor (Fig.IV-4) 
In this plot, propellers represent the heavy weight while rotors the 
light weight extremes.  It seems reasonable to assume that the weight 
of an air screw that is neither a propeller nor a rotor but is a 
combination of the two, will fall somewhere between the two extremes. 
The reduction of bending stresses in the propeller blade and hub 
resulting from utilizing flapping hinges and the elimination of pro- 
peller pebble damage criteria, makes possible a lighter system as 
compared to a conventional propeller. With disc loading much higher 
than normal for a helicopter rotor the weight probably would tend to 
increase over that of a conventional helicopter system.  Following this 
reasoning, in the absence of any detailed design data, the flapping 
propeller trend has been conservatively assumed to fall approximately 
halfway between the propeller and rotor trends. 

This estimated weight trend has been used for VTOL aircraft assumed 
to have a flapping propeller, such as the tilt-wing and vectored lift 
concepts. 

The tilting ducted propeller, Ureguet-Kappus, and the Aerodyne concepts 
are iissumed to utilize non-flapping, high solidity, multi-bladed 
propellers.  The weight trend for a propeller meeting these requirements 
has been estimated to be equivalent to the conventional propeller trend 
shown in Fig. 1V-4, increased by 25% to reflect a more complicated hub 
and pitch control mechanism.  In addition, the ducted propeller shroud has 
been estimated to weigh 2.0 lbs. per square foot of shroud area. 
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0.  WING GROUP 

1.  Wing Welghl Trend 

Several wing weight prediction methods »era investigated in searching 
for an expression that was simple, reasonably accurate, and applicable 
to the calculation methods utilized in this trend study.  The expression 
selected which meets these requirement? is derived by C.R. Englebry 
in Ref. 3  and is shown below with some symbols changed to agree 
with the usage in this report. 

WBW = 41.57 CjSfr^ + 0.6(Lr)b
3 frfy) (TF) ♦f 

Where WBW = Ww less ailerons and flaps 

An average value for conventional airplane aileron and flap weight is 
9?» WBW. This percentage has been added to Mr. Englebry's equations for 
comparison with weights calculated from other expressions and the actual 
weights for various aircraft as shown in Figure IV-5. 

FIGURE IV-5 

WING WEIGHT COMPARISION 

j             ITEM WING WEIGHT 

GROSS WEIGHT               | 
SPAN FT 
ASPECT RATIO 

150,000 
117 
8.5 

120,000 
141 

11.4 

64,000 
109 
8.3      1 

46.700 
104 
7,6 

45.000     | 
93     I 

10.0   | 
Lbs.     , 

%Error*I 
Lbs. 

%Error 
Lbs.     : 

%Error 
Lbs. 

%Error'. 
Lbs.    | 

%Error 

ENGLEBRY'S                    1 
(WBWX 1.09) 

11,310 
+5.3 

13,300 
-2.5 

6,710    i 
-2.5   ; 

5,750 
-3.3 

4^590      ! 
-6.1        j 

KELLY'S                         i 
(From K.D.  Wood) 

12,800 
+19.0 

13,100 
-4.0 

8,066 
-17.2    { 

6.361 
+7.3 

4,949 
+ 1.3      j 

RYAN'S 
(Based on Kelly's 

11.473 
+6.6 

11,787 
-13.6 

7,083 
+2.9 

5.785 
-2.7 

4,452      | 
-8.9 

DRIGGS 
(Based on K.D.  Wood) 

10,106 
-5.9 

10,618 
1     -22.2 

6,619 
-3.8 

5,611 
-5.6 

3,960 
-19.0      1 

1 MCWHORTER'S 10,290 
-4.3 

11,939 
-12.5 

7.100 
+3.2 

5,918 
-0.5 

4.735      1 

i    -3-1        1 
ACTUAL | 10,745 

1     0 j   13,640 

1        0 
6,860 

1     o 
1    5.946 

0 
4,887 

1        0          | 

Based on Actual Weights. 
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2.  Application of Trends 

Assuming that in general a VTOL aircraft Mill not need the large flap 
area that a conventional aircraft requires for take-off and landing, 
only 6% Wßj^ has been added to allow for the VTOL's basic aileron and 
flap requirements.  Therefore, the wing weight is equal to 1.06WBW. 
Application of this general rule to the particular cases and some 
possible exceptions are discussed below. 

Compound Helicopter, Retractoplane, and Deflected Jet Thrust 

These aircraft will use a conventional wing with only moderate flap 
requirements, which can be represented by the basic wing weight trend 
without further adjustment. 

Tilting Wing 

The basic wing weight has been increased by 20% to allow for the struct- 
ural requirements, hinges, actuators, and tilting mechanism, necessary 
to rotate the wing through 90 degrees in converting from vertical to 
horizontal flight and vice versa,, 

Tilting Ducted Propeller 

An increase of 10% Wp^ has been estimated to reflect the necessary 
structural beef-up and complication to permit tilting the propellers. 

Vectored Lift 

To realize vertical flight by means of vectored slipstream requires large 
and complex double flaps and possibly a supplementary cascade arrangement. 
It has been assumed that this can be done for an increase of 20% Uta. 

Brequet-Kappus 

This system requires large cutouts in the wings which must result in a 
weight penalty. This weight increase caused by structural beef-up and 
complication is represented by an allowance of 

Aerodyne 

30%W, 

D 
0 

: . 

The weight of the shroud and vanes, which replace conventional wings in 
this aircraft, has been assumed to be 2.5 pounds per square foot of shroud 
surface area. 
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E. TAIL GR(VP 

1.  Helicopter Tail Weight Trend 

A review of present day tandem rotor neiicopters has revealed that an 
adequate horizontal and vertical tail may be built for 1%  of gross 
weight. A single rotor helicopter tail weight, including the anti- 
torque rotor and drive system as well as the stabilizing surfaces 
averages out to about 2%  of gross weight, 

2. Airplanes Tail Weight Trend 

3000 

1000 

100 
3000 10000 100000 0<XX)0 

W - Gross Weight - lbs. 

The plot of empennage weight vs. gross weight (Figure IV-6) of many 
airplanes reveals that empennage weight for airplanes may be reasonably 
expressed as 1.9% of gross weight. 
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Aver-'ine  tnil  of  1% of gross  wrifiht   has  been used wiihout   .idjustmeni. 

Comp on ml  Simile Rotor  lie! if op (et 

2.% of gross weight   has been estimated  for  the .shaft driven rotor 
versions  of  this  aircraft   to  reflect  an  anti-torque rotor  in addition 
to stabilizing surfaces  that must  he capable of withstanding the  for- 
ward speeds  associated with  this concept. 

Utilization of ii  tip rocket  driven rotor obviously eliminates  the need 
for an anti-torque device,   hence an allowance of 1.9% gross weight has 
been made  for  the tail group weight  for this configuration assuming 
that   its   tail design would closely approach  that of a  fixed wing aircraft, 

Retractoplane 

The retractoplane  in  forward  flight  is  fundamentally a  fixed wing air- 
craft,   therefore  its  tail  group weight  has been assumed to consist of 
1.9% gross weight  for  its  stabilizing surfaces plus an additional  1.1% 
gross weight   for an anti-torque rotor giving a  total  of 3.0% gross weight 
as  the  total  tail group weight   for  the  shaft driven rotor design.    In the 
case of a  tip rocket  driven rotor  no anti-torque device  is  necessary, 
therefore,   only  1.9% gross weight   has been used. 

Fixed Wing VTOL Concept 

It  has  been assumed  that   for every concept of a fixed wing VTOL under 
,,     i.i. ,  i        i  some   form of positive control   force   is   needed   in  the  tail 

.luiing   ,'.■•    M  i i   and   transition   flight.      In addition   to   llus,   a  conven- 
tion,!   rixed wing type of empennage  is required,     in ordev  to meet  these 
reqiiirements   5";. of gross weight  has been estimated  for  the tail group 
weight,   assuming  that   the   necessary  control   force  can  be  supplied  by 
control   units weighing  about   1,1% gross weight. 

. 
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F, BODY  GROUP 

It    Body Group Weight Trend 
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The body group weights of various fixed wine  aircraft plotted against 
gross weight squared times fuselage surface area (Figure IV-7) yields 
an acceptable trend.  The scatter of points should be expected con- 
sidering the wide variation in purpose, design parameters, and 
construction details of the airplanes represented. This trend has 
been used as the basis for body group weights for each VTOL concept 
presently being scrutinized, with necessary adjustments made to satisfy 
individual special requirements. 
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2. JMillttlM of rr»n<<» 
Helicopter 

The fixed «ring body group trend has boon inrrodsod by 70% to •How for 
the fore and aft body loada associated with a tandea rotor fuielaga. 
The resultant weight is sppcoxloately 1% grott weight lighter than 
present day helicopters, which are auch smaller than an aircraft which 
could perform the mission specified for this study. It is reasonable 
to assume that the body group weight will become a smaller percentage 
of gross weight as size and gross weight increases. 

A single rotor helicopter fuselage more closely approaches that of a 
fixed wing aircraft, however, the rotor transmission and Its associated 
torque must be contended with. Therefore, the trend of Figure IV-7 has 
been increased by 26%. In the case of a tip rocket driven rotor an 
increase of only 15% was added to the basic trend. 

To allow for the requirements of retracting the rotor inside the akin 
line of the fuselage for the retrsctoplane versions, the trend weight 
has been increased by 33% for the shaft driven rotors and 21% for the 
tip rocket driven rotors. 

Fixed Wing Version 

The trend curve has been used directly for all fixed wing versions for 
they all have basically a conventional airplane type fuselage. 

I 
I 
I 
I 

G.   ALIGHTING GEAR GROUP 

1. Allahting Gear Weight Trends 

Present day non-retracting helicopter alighting gear weighs an average 
of 3,5% gross weight. It is estimated that a retractable helicopter 
type gear can be built for an additional 0.5% gross weight giving a 
total of 4% gross weight, 

2, Application of Trends 

Assuming that these VTOL aircraft will be landing as a heUcopter« the 
abovementioned 4% of gross weight represents alighting gear weight for 
every concept, except the tilting wing turboprop and the vectored lift 
versions. An allowance of 4<l5% gross weight has been used for the tilt 
wing-propeller version because the gear probably will not be installed 
on the wing making a longer than normal alighting gear necessary. The 
vectored slipstream version requires a rather steep angle between the 
fuselage and the ground, necessitating an unusually high alighting gear. 
An allowance of 5% gross weight was made to fill this requirement. 
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H.     FROPtl^ION GROUP 

The propulsion group  includes  the following Iteas:    engln« MttlMi 
engine;  engine accessories:  power plant controls;  starting systea; and 
oil cooling system.     In the following discussion these item will be 
referred to collectively as  "installed weight."   The application of the 
various propulsion group weights may be seen in the suaaary charts on 
pages 34  through 37. 

Gas Turbine - No Propeller Reduction Gearing 

Present day installed weight averages 0.56 lbs./HP.    The engines alone 
weigh 0.33 lbs./HP leaving 0.23 lbs./IP for the remaining installation 
items.     It is predicted that,  by 1962,   these engines will weigh 0.24 lbs./IP 
Assuming engine size for a given horsepower will decrease and the develop- 
ment of more efficient starting systems,  the installation weight has been 
reduced  in the sane proportion as the engine weight giving a total installed 
weight of 0.42 lbs./IP. 

Gas Turbine - Propeller Reduction Gearing 

It is estimated that by 1962 a turboprop engine will weigh approximately 
.33 lbs./HP.    Assuming the same installation weights as used above,  the 
total  installed weight will be 0.51  lbs./IP.    For the Breguel-Kappus 
concept  the installed engine weight has been increased by 10%,  to allow for 
the ducting and valves necessary to channel the exhaust from the gas producer 
either to the propeller turbines,  or straight aft for forward propulsion. 
This results in an installed weight of 0.56 lbs./HP. 

The tilting ducted propeller and the Aerodyne are assumed to have 3 or more 
adjacent engines.    Therefore,  the engine weight has been increased to 
.53 lbs./IP.  to allow for a common mixing gear box. 

Turbo-let 

A non-augmented turbo-jet engine has been assumed to weigh 0.208 lbs./lb. 
thrust by 1962. The installation weight has been estimated to be 1/3 of the 
engine weight giving a total installed weight of .277 lbs./lb. thrust. 

For the deflected Jet thrust concept, an additional .013 lbs./lb. thrust 
has been estimated for the thrust deflecting mechanism. This gives a total 
of 0.29 lbs./lb. thrust for total installed weight. 

Turbine Rockets 

I 
I 
\ 

Based on information from Ref. 1 the installed weight of turbine rockets, 
including fuel system, has been assumed to weigh ,09 lbs./IP plus 360 lbs. 
per engine. 
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Rotor Tip R_ocfcet 

Based on   Ref.   !   rotor tip rocket has been assumed to weigh 0.145 lbs./lb. 
thrust,   including the fuel system. 

i       ' ■  * ' 

Low Specific Weight - Short Life Turbo-lets 
f 9 

It has been assumed that engines designed for vertical flight and hovering 
only and Installed In clusters could be built for approximately 0.09 lbs./lb. 
thrust for the engine alone plus an additional one third of the engine weight 
for installation, yielding a total installed weight of 0.12 lbs./lb. thrust. 

PY-flH Tifftfolfl 
This engine, commonly referred to as a "ducted fan", is estimated to weigh 
0.23 lbs. per lb. thrust. The installed weight is assumed to be 0.306 lb, 
per lbs. thrust, allowing 33% for installation weight. For the deflected 
thrust concept this weight has been increased to 0.345 lbs. per lb. thrust 
to include the weight for a deflection device. 

: 

I 
I 
I1 

: 
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1.    Rotor Drive System Weight Trend 

4000 

1000 

200 

i::rff:TI^ 
4_UXLi4iii|i|ii|in-] 

g    L:;  ; . i     Tandem Hell 
Single Roto -rrrttrr 

copter 
or Itelicopter 

iA Convertiplane 

: Figure  IV-8 -jiiUUiji^i 

.3 1.0 10 

K = fP/Rotor -r/l At Take Off 

30 

For simplicity and ease of calculation the entire »rotor drive system 
weight per rotor has been correlated with take-off horsepower and 
rotor RPM, in lieu of investigating the various conponent transmissions 
and shafting separately. By using weight and design horsepower per 
rotor, both single and tandem rotor nelicopters can be included in the 
same trend expression. For tandem helicopters it has been assumed 
that each rotor is designed to absorb 60^ of the total available 
horsepower.  Although both reciprocating engine and gas turbine 
powered systems are plotted in FigureIV-8 the trend has been deter- 
mined primarily by gas turbine systems, because reciprocating engines 
will not be used in any of the VTOL concepts. The drive system includes 
all components necessary to reduce the turbine speed down to the rotor 
RPM including the rotor drive shaft. It does not include the anti- 
torque transmissions or shafting which are included, when necessary, 
in the tail group weight. 

I 

I 
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2. Propeller Synchroniziny Shift inn and Transmissions Weight Trend 

33 

7* 

3 
a« 

K:. nps+ns 

In  Figure [V-9the wei(|ht   of  rD'.or  synchronizing  shafting,   couplings 
and bearings   from tandem helicopters  h;ive been related lo  the torque 
transmitted,   torque being represented by  horsepower divided  by shaft 
RPM.     It   has  been assumed  that   propeller  synchronizing shafting, when 
needed,  will   follow  this   trend. 

To estimate the gearing necessary to connect  this  shining to the pro- 
pellers,  a   line- having  the same slope  TS  the synchronizing  shafting 
trend was drawn through the plot  of three tandem helicopter   intermediate 
transmission weights vs.   horsepower divided  by Rl'M.    To better adapt 
this  trend   for use   in  this  study  it  has been reduced by 25% to reflect 
a  two gear  transmission  instead of three gears as contained   in the 
intermediate transmissions  investigated.    The resulting expression  is: 

, 0.5 

r 

. 

I. 

D 
i 

WSX ~ l30  MV-'V     ' x No-  Transmissions 
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3.     Application  of irends 

Rotary Wing Co icepts 

A 4.5% reduction  in the present   trend weight  of the rjtor drive 
system has  been made  to reflect  the  "state of the art '   in  .1962,     With 
this reduction,   the equation of  the drive  system beeves,   for tandem 
helicopters: 

WD =   (305 x 2) (0.6 HPT0   ^nT0)   0'674 and 

for  single rotor corivound  helicopters: 

WD =   (305) (HPT0H-JiT0)   0-674 

Furthermore, for the relractoplane, the rotor drive ^ight trend has 
been reduced by approximately 12% to reflect the lir;i'ed life system 
utilized by this aircraft.  Accordingly, the expressifn for the 
retractoplane system becomes: 

WD = 270 (HPT0-KaT0) 0.674 

The compound helicopter and retractoplane concepts pwered by gas 
turbines installed in the wing will require synchronizing shafting 
and transmissions. Therefore the weight (Figure I\'-^)   of these items 
must be added to the rotor drive weight. 

The drive system of the tip rocket driven rotors on]/ consists of a 
rotor shaft and bearings.  An estimate of 0,1W has b?e i based on a 
review of rotor drive shaft weights of present day helicopters, taking 
account for the absence of driving torque but remembjring that the 
shaft must still transmit lift and control forces of t?\e  helicopter. 

Fixed Wing Concepts 

Propeller synchronization is contenplated in the turbo) rop tilting 
wing, tilting ducted propeHer, vectored lift, Bregi tt Kappus, and 
Aerodyne VTOL concepts. To account for this weight the trends of 
Figure IV-9 have Deen used.  In addition to this, a »e ght allowance 
for propeller extension shafts is represented by the e.\pression: 

W, PS '.2 (HPp ^-A p) (L) 

This expression reflects the weight of helicopter ro.or  drive sTafts, 
which have been designed by the rotor torque and bemirg mofflents  imöos^d 
by various  maneuvers,   similar  to the conditions  that wcjld be  imposed 
on a  VTOL propeller  extension  shaft.     In retrospect,   this expressiovi 
yields a weight  that   appears   to be conservative   (hea^y)   but   is believed 
to be within  the accuracy  of  Uiis  study. 
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*.     »» |f«t  Trend 

A aJnl«!« of fixed equipoent has been estimated to meet the require- 
m*'M of the transport VTOL mission.«* Fixed equipment weight excluding 
fil ht controls has been considered constant  for all the configurations, 
A 1 st of the main items and their assumed weight follows: 

Instruments 230 lbs. 

Hydraulic System 350 lbs. 

Electrical System 650 lbs. 

Communicating 300 lbs. 

Furnishing  (no de-icing) 650 lbs, 

TOTAL CONSTAWI WEIGHT 2380 

FM'ht or surface controls for airplanes within the anticipated gross 
weight range of the study average approximately 1% gross.    A reason- 
al Ir estimate for helicopter controls,  including a hydraulic boost 
s; stem,  is 3% gross weight.    Flight control weight trends for each 
concept will be based upon these two systems. 

2,    Af plication of Trends 

TV ndam Helicopter 

(A mentional controls equal 3% W. 

C .roround Helicopter 

C .mlination of airplane and helicopter controls are needed.    Assuming 
tiat  some portions of the system need not be duplicated,  the weight is 
e tloated to be 3.5% W. 

A ocablnitlon of airplint and htlioopt» eontroli plui rotor telnciing 
c jnt .'oil is eitimattd to wnigh 4.6% W. 

IfiyinQ Wing Turbotet and Bv-Pasa Turbine. Defltcfd Turbojet and 
K-lass Turbine. Vectored Lift Turboprop, and Dirtct Jtt Lift 

C<nv mtional airplane controls plus 0.5% W for ipaclal control problems 
giving a total flight control weight of 1,5% W. 
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Tilting DucteJ PropeTTer. Brequet-Kapptts. and Aerodyne 

Conventional airplane surface controls plus collective pitch controls 
for the propellers, combine to give a weight estiaate of 2,5%  V. 

Tilting Wing-Turboprop 

The weight of this control system is assumed to be the same as the 
Brequet-Kappus with an additional 0.1% V  to allow for controlling the 
tilt of the wing. 

K.  ENGIM; LUBRICATING SYSTEM 

In order to simplify the trend calculations the engine lubricating systei 
has been assumed to weigh 500 lbs. for all engines except tip rockets. 
Although this weight would in fact vary, the error introduiced by this 
assumption is relatively small and will have a negligible effect on the 
trends. 

USEFUL LOAD LESS FUEL 

All useful load items, except for fuel and trapped liquids have been 
assumed to remain constant. The trapped liquid weight has been varied 
to reflect the difference between reduction gear box oil requirements 
for various configurations. The useful load less fuel breakdown is shown 
in Figure IV - 10. 

USEFUL LOAD LESS FUEL         j 

Rotary Wing VTOL    Fixed Wing VTOL   | 

Item 

Shaft 
Driven 
Rotor 

Tip Rocket 
Driven 
Rotor 

Turboprop 
Types 

Turbo-Jet 
Ducted Fan 

Etc,   j 

|  Crew (3) 

<  Trapped Liquids 
j    (Trapped Fuel 6 Oil, 

Reduction Gear Box 
\           Oil & Engine Oil) 

Payload 

|  Miscellaneous 

600 

850 

8000 

50 

600 

400 

8000 

50 

600 

650 

8000 

50 

600 

500   | 

8000 

50   I 

|  USEFUL LOAD LESS FUEL 9500 !  9060 |   9300 \     9150   J 

FIG. IV - 10 - USEFUL LOAD LESS FUEL 
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For gas   ttnrbidc  and  tarkojet  «nglMt,   ff-4   'ml tnlgkimg 6.5 poandi  ^«r 
gallon has  b«en used.    FMI  syittat  for th«t« tngia«» art ■•sMwd  to 
weigh 0.2 lbs.  par gallon for  fuselage BMatcd  Unki and 0.15  lbs.  par 
gallon for wing tanks. 

Fuel weight  for  the tip rockets  has been coa^uted fro« the fuel  consua^tion 
of 15 pounds per pound thrust par hour   (see Figure V - 13)    Slallarly.   fuel 
weight  for the turbine rocket engines has been based on a fuel consu^tlon 
of 8^ pounds per shaft  horsepower per hour   (see Figure f - 17)    The fuel sys- 
tem weight for both these systems has been  included  In their propulsion group 
weight. 
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V.     POWER PUNT TKE\D DATA 
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A.  INTR0OÜCTI0N 

Since the performance and therefore the conpetltlve position of VTOL aircraft 
is dependent to a large extent on low specific fuel consumption and low specific 
weight power plants, the need to predict future power plant design trends accurately 
is exceedingly important for this type of study.  Power plant performance repre- 
sentative of the state of the art of the year 1962 is used for the VTOL transport 
study. Figure V-l presents predicted 1962 state of the art performance and weight 
data for various engine types considered for this study.  Performance and weight 
data for various current, development and study engines has been obtained from 
cognizant engine manufacturers and is listed in Figure V-2. The specific fuel 
consumption and specific weight of representative shaft turbine, turbojet and 
ducted fan engines is plotted against the date of availability to allow the con- 
struction of curves representing the trend of technological improvement from which 
predicted 1962 values are obtained. The reduction of available power for operation 
at a pressure altitude of 6000 feet and at an ambient teiqperature of 95 degrees F, 
represents an average of the estimates obtained from representative engine manu- 
facturers.  Figures V-5, V-6 and V-ll depict the average ratios of part load spe- 
cific fuel consunption at various flight speeds to static military rating for a 
typical shaft turbine, turbojet and ducted fan engine respectively. Predicted 
rocket-on-rotor and propellant turbine power plant performance estimates were 
obtained from Reaction Motors (Ref, 1 ). The reciprocating engine is not considered 
as a candidate power plant for this study due to its bulk, installed weight and 
development stagnation. 

FIGURE V-I 

Twbolet 2450« 
over   10000« Tkrast        Thrast     By-Pass   Bocket    PropelUat 

aft» noiv- noa-      Turbo-       «a Skaft 
-burner    aiigaented    aagwated     Jet       iotor       TarblM 

r 
.09 

* 360« p«c 
.«■gia* 

Specific »eight   («/SIT »I.) 

Specific »eight   C/ESiP Mil.) 

Specific Nelgfct   (•/» Thra»t TO) 

Specific Height   («/• Thrast Mil.) 

Specific Facl Con.   C/SHP Hil/hr.) 

Specific Fael Con.   C/ESW Bil/hr.) 

Specific Fael Con.   (»/» Thrast TO/hr) 

Specific  Fael Con.   (»/» Thrast MilV) 

% Power Available at MOO'  at 95°F 

Part Ua<l Fael ConsaMptien — Sac Fig. 

♦ Prepared by: W. Godon 

Shaft 
Geared 

Tar bine 
Direct              oi 

approx. 
1000 BPM 

approx. 
10600 RPM 

.327 .238 

.309 .226 

.500 

.474 

67% 

V-5 

.500 

.474 

67» 

V-5 

.174 

.264 

l.SO 

.02 

72% 

V-« 

.206 

.208 

.798 

.798 

72% 

T-.8 

.10 

.10 

.91 

.91 

72% 

V-« 

.230 .145 

8.5 

.590    15.0 

70%        100% 

V-ll        V-14 

103% 

V-18 
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FlGURl.   V-2 

ENGINE SUmmY LIST 

■nituraeliirar 

Alllion 

AUiion 
Proposed 

General  KUctrlc 

Prall & Hfcilney 
Priill fc Khllney 

HatHngkou«e 

Lvcoalng 

CMrllsi-lfrla^l 

Ganeral Elaclrle 

CiirU«i-*r»9'«l 

Madlagkoaia 

AllUoa 

General Electric 

General  tleclrlc 

Prall t, Whllney 

Prall  6 HMtitey 
Prall  '- HMIney 

CurlUK-Wriahl 

Met I UMihuuiii 

KalrchUd 

SpeclflcaiIon Kn<|lne 
or Tukr-off Military Melijhl Hllllary Okie of 

Type Mudel   No. Report   Humtmr 611* sir Pounds SFC Avalleblllly 

Skofl rr:«uA-3 3 71-A l(UX) 1000 1240 .000 1954 
Turbine TIO-A-h 3«>-U  5302 5302 2064 .603 Jan  1954                • 

1 Yir,i~\~\ ntt-r 3017 3017 1575 .616 Jin  1955                • 
rir.**-A-5 391 3490 3490 1120 .500 Ott   1956               • 
Tr.ü-*-i 3a "MI 3460 3460 1645 .586 Jan  1955                • 
501-UU 377-11 3755 3755 lohO .561 Ibr   1957               • 
r.oo-cii 3«I2 7510 7510 3150 .560 36 mr.A                 • 
rioo-ciP 303 6920 6920 3300 .505 48 MrCA 
r.r.o-iii 3'M-A 5200 5200 2150 .500 Sepll9f.9 
Tw.n ;^>ool Prupused 5930 5930 2150 .524 Sepll959                • 

rroo-Gt-L' St.-1 1024 1024 325 .660 Surewr   1966         • 

T-M 3529 5500 5300 2590 .695 1953 
T-r.7 133-10 13340 6600 .606 UBC   1958               • 

IIIIIO'» TSW49 4020 3200 1050 .515 1958               • 

XT55-L-1 127.1 1595 1450 600 .707 Ifcc   1967               • 
Skafl 
Turbine ni'i-u-i 87S-E 8500 

(« Thrusl) 

0500 

("Thruft) 

4466 .803 Current 

Uncled Xb4 l(54AGTia6 32900 16900 5100 .619 unknown 
Fan 

i 
IMA R55Atn-22 17400 17400 '4300 .593 Jul  1959              • 

irrF4 AC-JISA 32000 10000 7000 .640 I960 
irrre AC-216A 19200 19200 5500 .606 1960               • 

«.Co.7 TSU 56« 1JO0O 12000 3731 .722 1957               • 
Uncled PWL'-I 16500 16500 3550 .690 1961                • 
Fan PlM^-2 «AGT F42.2.1 27200 16000 5425 .715 1962 

Turbojet J71-A-2 361-C 14000 9Ö50 4Ö09 .955 Jul  1955 
J7!-*-9 350-U 9570 95.0 4090 .800 Kay  1954 
J7I-A-II 3ei-B 9700 9700 4090 .800 Apr 1955                  k 
6ÜO-IM1 403 13600 9500 4890 .900 Apr  1957                    b 
7ÜO-P0Ü Ü000-UH1)-X12 IHOOO 12000 3200 .825 unknown                * 
700-Pl» 000<>-lfl>-X12 37500 25000 7320 .825 unknown                * 

J-17-a;-15 t-502 6000 5200 2515 1.130 1949               • 
J47-Gt-23 E-591-U 5910 5620 2512 1.028 1951                • 
J/a-Gt-S B920 3080 .917 1952              • 
J7'>-3 R53AGT7Ö 14;i50 9300 3255 .860 Sept 1966 
J7y-L'l6 R55Arr40ü 15600 10000 3255 .839 Jul  1957              •    1 
J7'>-207 R54AGTS71 10000 12000 3500 .834 Jul  1959              • 
W12273 «55a:5 2450 2150 231.4 .910 Spring  1967 

I SJ-UO-Cl K55s»a9 3520 2470 327 .99 Nov  1957 
SJ-110-C3 H55Stl9 3621 2170 333.1 ,99 Nov  1957 

J57-1 1WJ0 12500 11200 3790 .775 Fall  1956 

J57-2 1696 13750 11200 3865 .775      Suwer  1957 
J57-20 16111 17200 ■0950 4720 .810 Apr   1957 

J75-1 1660 15(100 15000 5300 .770 Mar 1957                 b 
J75-24 2604 23500 15500 6100 .800 Ibr  1957              • 
J7S-L'l 59(X) 25000 16500 .830 Au« 1958 

jr>2 A/ii last,  llbk. 11000 7250 2750 .820 I960               • 

J02 7000 7000 2000 ,820 1960               • 

jofi-m-.! Ntl'>U-A 7700 7700 2750 .915 »955 

JG5-»(-6 NU9U 11000 7600 3405 .930 Jul  11955              • 

Jii5-lii-7 U92-1'. 1955              • 

PUi3.| WA(."l22tMI-C 6075 6075 1425 .060 1967              • 
PUI3-L' WAcrisoiv-u 10000 6000 I960 .950 1958              • 

| 
Kl 11)11 A 2'W 2450 2450 325 .940 unknown 
KlHMill 301 3550 2360 415 .900 unknown 

- 
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B. SHAFT TURBIME EWGIEES 

1.     Specific Weight  Trend 

»/S»»i 
.5001-^—p 

,400 

g 
ft   .300 

.200 

1951 1954 1956 1956 1960 1962 1964 

ESTIMATED YEAR QUALIFIED ENGINE AVAILABLE 

Figure V-3 presents specific weight  trend curves  for shaft turbine 
engines with reduction gearing to provide a shaft  speed of approxi- 
mately 1,000 RPM and for direct drive turbines with shaft speeds of 
approximately 10,500 RPM.    The specific weights  of typical  shaft 
turbine engines as indicated by an asterisk  (•)   in Figure V-2 have 
been plotted against the year in which these engines are scheduled 
to complete their qualification testing. 
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2.    Specific Fuel Consyaption Trend 

1962 1964 

ESTIMATED YEAR QUALIFIED ENGINE AVAILABLE 

Figure V-4 presents specific fuel consumption trend curves constructed 
by plotting specific fuel consumption values of typical shaft turbine 
engines as indicated by an asterisk (•)  in Figure V-2 against the year 
in which these engines are scheduled to complete their qualification 
testing. 

The most advanced shaft turbine engine for which performance and weight 
data was obtained is the Allison twin spool 530 Bl for which specifica- 
tion number 394-A reports the following preliminary performance based 
on military power at sea level static conditions: 

. 

Dry weight with reduction gear   (1,000 RPM) 
Dry weight for direct drive engine  (10,500 RPM) 
Equivalent shaft horsepower 
Shaft horsepower 
Specific weight with reduction gearing  (lb,/SHP) 
Specific weight for direct drive engine  (Ib./SIF) 
Specific fuel consun^tion  (lb./SHP/Hr) 
Scheduled date of production availability 

2,150 lbs. 
1,575 lbs. 
5,500 
5,200 

.413 

.303 

.508 
Sept.  1959 

Page 60 
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For the purpose of this btudy it was assumed that,  should a military 
requirement exist,  a twin spool shaft turbine engine similar to the 550 
Bl could be developed in the same period of time for the same weight 
which would realize a 14% power growth at the expense of a 3% increase 
in specific fuel consumption.    The values of specific fuel consumption 
and specific weight of this proposed engine have been used a control 
points for the trend curves in Figures V-2» and V-4. 
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3,  Pari Load Fuel Consa^>Uon Trend 

POWER/POWER MIL. STATIC % 

Figure V-5 represents the ratio of part load specific fuel coiisuaption 
at the noted flight speeds to static military power specific fuel 
consumption as a function of the ratio of part load power at these 
flight speeds to static military power for a typical shaft turbine 
engine. These curves were constructed as averages of these ratios 
for the shaft turbine engines indicated by an "a" in Figure V-2, 
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4,    Power Variation with Altitude & Ambienl  Tewp#riture 

The power available at a pressure altitude of 6,000 feet and an aa<>lent 
temperature of 950F of a typical turboprop engine has been selected 
as 67%  of sea level power rating. This selection was based on the 
following data from engine manufacturers: 

66.3% to 66.9% 
65.7% to 66.2% - 
65% to 70% 
67.5% 
60% to 65% 

- Allison Division of General Motors Corp. 
- General Electric Corp. 
Lycoming Division of AVCO Mfg. Corp. 

— Westinghouse Electric Corp. 
- Continental Aviation & Engineering Corp. 

II 
i: 

(1 
fl 
f! 

11 
I! 
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TTOBOJET ENGINES 

1.    SiMriflc »eight Trend 

500 

,400 

i 
300 

200 

.1950 1952    1954   1956    1958   I960    1962 

ESTIMATEÜ YEAR QUALIFIED ENGINE  AVAILABLE 

1964 

Figure V-6 presents specific weight trend curves for non-augmented 
and afterburner equipped turbojet engines. The specific weights of 
typical turbojet engines as indicated by an asterisk (*) in Figure 
V-2 have been plotted against the year in which these engines are 
scheduled to complete their qualification testing. 

The values of specific fuel consumption and specific weight of the 
General Electric J79-X207 single rotor, high pressure ratio turbojet 
engine, which is scheduled to con^lete its qualification testing in 
1959, have been used as control points for Figures V-6, V-7, and V-6, 
General Electric has estimated the weight and minimum sea level, 
static performance of this engine as follows: 

Net SFC 
Rating     % RPM      Net Thrust Pounds    lbs/hr/lb 

Maximum 
Military 
Cruise 

100 
100 
95 
90 
65 

18,000 1.670 
12,000 .834 
9,475 .767 
7,500 .745 
5,280 .775 

Weight with high augmentation afterburner = 3,500 pounds 
Weight as a non-augmented engine       = 2,000 pounds 
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2,    Specific Fuel Consuaption Trend 

ESTIMATED YEAR QUALIFIED ENGINE AVAILABLE 

Figure V--7 presents specific fuel consumptio 
by plotting specific fuel consumption values 
as indicated by an asterisk (♦) in Figure V- 
these engines are scheduled to complete thei 
The trend curve for the military power sped 
augmented engines was determined to be 2.7% 
for the military power specific fuel consump 
the afterburner out. This relationship was 
relationship for four engines (indicated by 
which both afterburning and non-afterburning 

n trend curves constructed 
of typical turbojet engines 

2 against the year in which 
r qualification testing, 
fie fuel consumption of non- 
lower than the trend curve 
tion of reheat engines with 
determined by averaging the 
a "b" in Figure V'2) for 
model data was available. 
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3.    Part  Load Fuel Consu^nion Trend 

60 80 

THRUST/THRUST MIL.   STATIC % 

Figure V-8 represents the ratio of part load specific fuel consraption 
at the noted flight speeds to static military power specific fuel con- 
sunption as a function of the ratio of part load thrust at these flight 
speeds to static military thrust  for the General Electric J79^X207 turbo- 
jet engine. 
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Tl« tkrmtt •vtllabl« at a pressure altitude of 6.000 f««t end aa 
aäbltat te%»«rature of 960F of a typical  turbojet eaylao has been 
»elocted as 72% of sea letel power rating.    This selection »as 
based on the fallowing data froa engine aanafaetarers: 

72,5% -   Mastinghouse Electric Corp. 
72%     — Continental Ariation & Engineering Corp. 
7^.5% — General Electric  (J79 engine) 
72.5%-. General Electric  (10(2273} 

1 
1 
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0, OUCTED FAN   (By-PA5S TURBOJET)   fJNGI.^S 

Rand report  nuaber R~2b9 entitled  "Perforaance,   Weight,  and Size Relatioas 
for a Family of Turbofan Engines with Exhaust   Mixing" proposes   the   following 
characteristics for three non-afterburning,  aixed-exhaust  turbofan engines based 
on representative values attainable by engines which werV* in the developaent  stage 
during early 1954: 

design by-pass  ratio 
design pressure ratio 

Rand R-269 figure number 
Mach No.  = 0.8 at 
35,332 ft.   and normal power 
Altitude 
Flight speed 
Weight = pounds 
Military  thrust = pounds 
Specific weight = pounds/pound military  thrust 
Specific  tml consumption = pounds/pound military 

thrust/hr. 

89 
0.75 
12.0 
S.L. 

stat ic 
3220 

10000 
.322 
.458 

93 
0,4 
16.0 
S.L. 

static 
3087 

10000 
.309 
.616 

97 
0.6 
16.0 
S.L. 

static 
3129 

10000 
.313 
.512 

I.    Speciiic Weight Trend 

o 
M 

M 
O 
Ü3 

in 

,300 

,20C: 

1V56 1956 I%o 1%2 

ESTIM.ATEU YEAR  QUALIFIED ENGINE  AVAILABLE 

Figure V-9   presents a  specific weight  trend curve for  non-augmented 
ducted  fan engines.    The specific weights of typical ducted  fan engines 
as   indicated by an asterisk   (*)   in Figure V-2 and  for the three proposed 
engines  from the Rand report  have been plotted against  the year  in which 
these engines  should conaplete their qualification testing. 
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2,    Specific Fuel Consunotion Trend 

g 

to 

.500 

"n55       !*%& 1^60     1962 
ESTIMATED YEAR QUALIFIED ENGINE AVAILABLE 

Figure V-10 presents a specific fuel coisuraption trend curve for non- 
augmented ducted fan engines. Specific fuel consunption values for 
typical ducted fan engines as indicated by an asterisk (*) in Figure V-2 
and for the three proposed engines from the Rand report have been plotted 
against the year in which these engines should complete their qualifica- 
tion testing. 
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•*.     PTt   Load  Fuel  (onut^t iow Trend 

I 
I 

I 

u 

•v. 

«5 

40 60 80 

TWÜST/THIÜST ML.   STATIC X 

100 

Figure V-ll represents the ratio of part load specific fuel consuaption 
at the noted flight speeds to static ■ilitary thrust specific fuel con- 
suaption as a function of the ratio of part load thrust at these flight 
speeds to static Military thrust for a typical ducted fan engine. 
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4.    Thrust  Variation with Altitude 6 Ambient T«^>«rattrr« 

Th« thrust aval lab]« at a pressure altitude of 6,000 feet aij an 
ambient   ten^erature of 950F of a typical ducted fan engine has been 
selected as70% of sea jevel  thrust rating.    This selection was based 
on the following data from engine Manufacturers: 

70% — Continental Engineering and Aviation Corp. 
70% — ffestinghouse Conway R.Co.  7 
04% — Westinghouse F041-1 

66.7% — General Electric XQ4k 

E. GEHER AL 
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The use of turbojet or ducted fan power plants for direct lift VTOL 
transport aircraft presents a serious disadvantage for assault transport 
aircraft. The high velocity, very hot, (over lOOOop) exhaust wake wist 
be positioned or deflected toward the earth for take-off, landing or 
hovering flight. This condition would: 

1. Prohibit the use of this aircraft for take-off and landing operation 
on most surfaces. 

2. Probably require deflecting the exhaust or stopping the engine during 
an expedited pick-up of personnel or cargo. 

3. Probably require the use of fireproof material on the under side of 
part of the fuselage and/or wing. 

4. Present a fire and turbulence hazard to the aircraft and ground 
personnel. 

5. Restrict the use of the aircraft for retrieving personnel or cargo f 
by hoist while in hovering flight,                                     * 

6. Turbulent exhaust wake may foul and heat the intake air as well as 
setting gravel in motion for compressor Ingestion. I 
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ROCKET ON ROTOR  SySTK« 

The following  inforMiion and perforaance curves on rocket on rotor pro- 
pulsion systems  have been obtained for  this study fro« the Engineering 
and Research Division of Reaction Motors,   Inc..   Danville,   New Jersey. 
This  inforoatlon is  applicable to ooth awnopropellant and bipropellant 
systems except where noted.     Included aaong the annopropellants.  which 
were considered are catalytically decomposed monopropellants  typified 
by hydrogen peroxide,  and thermally decomposed monopropellants typified 
by normal propyl  nitrate.    The bipropellant systems considered applicable 
are those having single,  dependable ignition characteristics as typified 
by hydrocarbon fuels with hot,   oxidizer rich gases  from the decoi^ositioo 
of hydrogen peroxide. 

1.    Specific Weight Trend 
12 

t/5 

9 

&5 
D 

U. 
O 

4ÖÖ otXT 

RATED TWUJST.   LBS. 
Ö00 IGUO 

The dry weights of current typical ROR thrust units are shown iu 
Figure V-12 as a function of rated thrust. These are not independent 
of tip speed since centrifugal loads are a secondary but appreciable 
source of stress in the ROR thrust unit.  In applications to rotors 
of small diameter and supersonic tip speeds the weight penalty imposed 
by centrifugal loads may be critical. The weights given in Figure 
are for approximately 500 g's. 
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2.    Specific  Fu#l Consult Ion Trod 
5     301 

200 IST      6( 
RATED THRUST, LBS. 

Figure V-13 gives the estimated specific propellant consumption of SGR 
thrust units. The range of thrust considered applicable to future 
vertical take-off aircraft extends up to 1,000 lbs. for an individual 
thrust unit. Separate areas are indicated for oonopropellant and 
bipropellant ROR systems. The lower specific propellant consunption 
of the bipropellant systems more than compensates for the higher dry 
weight in ROR systems of high thrust or long duration (above a total 
impulse of approximately 100,000 lb. sees,). 

Specific propellant consumption can be decreased by the use of higher 
energy mofaopropeHants; however, current higher energy monopropellants 
are characterized by higher decomposition temperatures which will impose 
a weight penalty on the thrust units because of lower allowable design 
stresses. 
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3.    Part Load Fael  Consw^jtIon Trend 
1.6| 

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.Ö 
RATIO OF PART-LOAD THRUST TO RATED THRDST 

An estimate of reduced thrust requirements on the specific propellant 
consusption is shown in Figure V-14.     A sharp increase in the rate ef 
part  load propellant consumption to rated propellant consumption  is 
noted below 40% of rated  thrust.     This  increase in propellant consu^tion 
results from nozzle losses due to over-expansion.    Nhile this increase in 
propellant consumption can be avoided by the use of rockets having vari- 
able area nozzles,   this practice is generally not recoanended because of 
the increased mechanical complexity. 
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4,    Tctal Dry Weight Trend 
500 

§      400 

300 

200 

100 

500 1000 1500 2000 2500 

TOTAL THRUST,   LBS.    (3 TWÜST UNITS) 

3000 

Figure V-15 gives the total dry weight of the system estiaated as a 
function of total rated thrust for maximum duration of five minutes. 
These weights are based on a three bladed rotor ROR system typified 
by the system developed by Reaction Motors, Inc., with the cooperation 
of Sikorsky Aircraft, under BuAer Contract NOa (s)52-1049 for use on 
the HRS-2 helicopter. 
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PRfTPKLLANT TTJRHI^: SYSTt.M 

The following Information and pcrfornance curres for a typical propell«« 
turbine system suitable for driving the rotors of vertical take-off 
aircraft have been obtained for this study fro« the Engineering and 
Research Division of Reaction Motors, Inc., Oenville, New Jersey.  These 
curves are generally applicable to the roonopropellants and the blpro- 
pellant combinations discussed for the ROR systems. Because of the 
limited operating lemperatures permitted by present methods of turbine 
blade cooling, there Is no significant difference shown between the 
performance ranges of monopropellant and biprppellapt turbines. 

1. Specific Weight Trend 

6 

2000 4000     6000 

RATED POWER, BHP 

8000 10,000 

The dry weights of propellant turbine systems are shown in Figure ¥-16 
as a function of rated power. The portions of the propellant turbine 
syster i included with the power unit are the turbine, propellant piwp, 
gas generator and controls, and reduction gears. A separate curve 
shows the weight of the power unit without the reduction gears. Oat- 
put shaft speeds without reduction gearing would be approximately 
10,000 to 20,000 RPM, the lower speeds occurring in the units of 
larger rated power. 
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 |nG. V - 17 

^üti 4000 6000 6000 10,000 
RATED P(MER.  BHP 

ftfvvf V-17 glvtt tlM •stinted specific propellaot eoasuptloi of 
staiplt propclltnt turbine systen as • fiinction of rated power at oit- 
puft «hAlt speeds of 3,00C to 4.000 1PM. 
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3,    Part  Load Fuel  Consuaption Tre'vj 
2.0 

RATIO OF PART-LOAD POWER TO RATED POWER 

The effect of reduced power requireaents on the specific propellant 
consumption of the simple turbine  is estimated in Figure V-18 
This curve is similar  in form to that  shown in Figure ¥-14   for the 
RQR system, and many of the same design criteria influence its charact- 
istics.    However,  unlike the RCR system,  sections of turbine nozzle 
can be blanked off at reduced power to regain rated specific propellant 
consumption. 
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4.    Toul   Dry Weight Trend 
900, 

5 Minute Our 

3 Minute üuration 
600 

300 

ition 

^ 

vvvvC^v        -  •A^v    ^ 1  Minute Duration 

ä^>* 

FIG.   V -  19 

4000      6000 

RATED POWER, BHP 

6000    10,000 

■ 

Figure V- 19gives the total dry weight of the propellant turbine system 
as a function of rated power for maximum run durations of one minute, 
three minutes, and five minutes. The total dry weight includes the 
weight of the turbine system itself as represent«d in Figure V-19 
and the weight of propellent tankage, tank- supports, lines and valves, 
etc, 

5, Power Variation with Altitude & Ambient Tenyerature 

The power available from a propellant turbine system and the thrust 
available from a rocket-on-rotor system would increase approximately 
2%  to 4% with an increase in pressure altitude to 6,000 feet. The 
influence of the temperature increase to 9S0F from standard sea 
level conditions is negligible. 
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A,  General Reraarks 

In order to obtain a direct correlation between the weight trend studies 
and performance analysis, it was necessary to use the saae design para- 
meters In both cases. For this reason, the weight trend expressions of 
aircraft based on both rotary and fixed wing concepts were modified to 
include the design parameters used in the performance equations. The 
hovering performance equations for rotor and propeller type of aircraft 
were established using the basic equations for this regime of flight as 
given in Ref. 2 .  The same reference was used as a starting point for 
equations referring to forward flight of rotary wing aircraft.  Fixed 
wing forward flight power required is based on the most part on Ref. 3, 

B.  Performance Equations - Hovering Flight Regime 

1.  Ideal Power Loading 

Induced power is that power required to condensate for the energy 
transferred each second to the slipstream when thrust is produced. 
Assuming the rotor (propeller) is acting as an idealized actuator 
disc, the minimum power required (induced power) to produce a given 
thrust would be: 

J 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I HPlH= Tv =X  v/X  1 ,a      SSO   S50V27TR2    i 

g Introducing disc  loading, CO-y%7\R^'    ^nt0 tlle expression: 

i Hp.d=3&ov^r 

! 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Therefore, ideal power loading My be expressed as: 

A   =i      - 4ISk 

and  is plotted as a function of disc   loading  in Fig.  VI-1, 

2,    Actual Power Loading for Non-Ducted Rotors 

Due to non-uniform downwash distribution and tip  losses,   the  induced 
power  in hovering is  somewhat  greater  than that expressed for the 
ideal case.    To facilitate the calculation of  i iduced power,   the 
ideal power  is  increased by a  factor K,,   to account   for the above losses. 
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Liisc Loading, Pounds Per Sq. Ft. 

Figure VI-1.  Ideal Power Loading Jn Hovering 
vs. Disc Loading 

In addition, for the case of overlapped rotors, an overlap correction 
is included in Kj, Therefore, actual induced power may be expressed 

HPlnd=Mv^M~ 1  "   550   v2/> 

The power required to overcome the profile drag of the blades is 
defined as: 

HP    .trl-KR^fCAoV^ 
PRO' AAOO 

The variation of profile drag coefficient with average rotor lift 
coefficient was confuted for an NACA 0015 airfoil section.  Calcula- 
tions were made at several tip speeds and at sea level and 9600 feet 
(pressure altitude of 6000 feet at 950F ambient temperature). The 
method of calculation is similar to the procedure used at Vertol 
Aircraft Corporation for performance estimates which has in the past 
resulted in good-to-excellent agreement with properly conducted flight 
tests. 
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Actual  Power  Loading for Non-Due ted Rotors   (Cont'd' 

It  has  been  found  that  conditions  at  80^ of the blade radius are 
representative for confuting profile power.    Consequently,   the 
calculations were based on a profile drag coefficient at   .88,     Uinimua 
profile drag was   increased by a correction  factor of 1.3 to coopensate 
for surface roughness  of actual  blades.    Profile drag coefficients »ere 
computed assuming a constant value of Reynold's  Number.     Nach nuaber 
effects as well as  the effect  of changes   in density ratio on the drag 
coefficient were included  in the calculation.    Profile drag coefficients 
are plotted   in Flg.   VI-2A and VI-2b. 
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Figure VI-2a. 

600 650 
Rotor Tip Speed,   fps 

Variation of Profile Drag Coefficient  With 
Tip Speed for NACA 0015 Airfoü  at Sea Level 
and Standard Atmosphere. 

750 

/ 

Total power  in hovering may  now be written as 

SSO  v Z/> 

Remembering that  average rotor  lift coefficient,  CL is defined as 

-    =   66 W 

and T = G W 

where ^     is  the download  factor 

thus 
3/i 

"5 SO        V Zy>     '        ^   -4^00 
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2,  Actua» Power Loading for Non-Uucied  Rotors (Cont'd) 
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Rotor Tip Speed, Vt - f.p.s. 

Fig. VI 2-b. Variation of Profile Drag Coefficient with 
Speed for NACA 0015 Airfoil at an Altitude 
6000 feet and 950F Ambient Temperature. 

750 

Tip 
of 

Or, actual power loading,,A. is 

A=^-. 5 SO 
+   »- 6 W€ Cao Vt 
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2.     Actual  Power Loadtny  for  Son-üucted Rotors   CCoit'd) 

For purposes  of calculation and presentation,   it   is  convenient  to 
define aerodynamic  efficiency as: 

V (tero =   A 
yv. 

Therefore, 

^'JV,? Aero 

The aerodynamic efficiency for  non-ducted rotors   is  plotted  in 
Fig.   VI-3a   and VI-3b. 
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Disc Loading,      Lbs./ Sq.   Ft. 
Fig,   VI-3a    Hovering kotor Efficiency vs.   Uisc_LoadinQ 

NACA 0015 Airfoil C No Overlap)        C.= .6 
6000'  Altitude.      Aabieat Temp.  = 95 F 
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2.  Actual Power Loading for Non~Ducted Rotors {Cont'd) 

*<  90 

0 8 16        24        32 

Disc Loading,  Lbs./ Sq. Ft. 

Fig. VI-3b Hovering Rotor Efficiency vs. Disc Loading 
NACA 0015 Airfoil (Overlapped Rotors) €,= .6 
6000' Altitude,  Ambient Temp, = 95 F 

3. Actual Power Loading for Ducted Rotors 

Actual power loading of ducted rotors w»s based on NACA test data 
(Ref. 9 ). An aerodynamic efficiency factor was determined using 
the data calculated in Section B-l with actual test points from Ref. 9. 
This factor was then applied to the ideal power loading at a density 
altitude of 9600 ft. The resultant power loading for ducted rotors 
is presented in Fig. VI-4. 

4. Hovering Fuel Requirements 

a. General 

Hovering fuel requirements were calculated at sea level for a 
total time of seven (7) minutes. Five minutes were assumed for 
take-off and landing and two minutes for warm-up. The calculation 
was based on the hovering power required taking into consideration 
part-load operation of the powerplants, and includes 10% reserve and 
5% increase in specific fuel consumption. 
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4.     Hovering Fuel  Requirement        (Cont'd) 

For convenience,   fuel  systera weight was   included with the fuel 
requirements.     Fuel  systems  are assumed  to weigh 0.2  lbs.   oer 
gallon  for  tanks  mounted  in the  fuselage  and ,15 pounds per gallon 
for  tanks  located  in the ninq.     For  turboprops,   turbojets  and by-pass 
turbojets,   JP-4 fuel weighing 6.5 pounds per gallon was  used.    Therefore, 
hovering fuel  requirements were   increased  by  I.03Ö and  1.0231  for  tanks 
in the fuselage and  Unks   in the wing respectively.     For  the tip rocket 
and rocket  turbine  installations  fuel   tankage was   included  in the 
propulsion group weight. 
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Fig. VI-1 Actual Power Loading vs. Disc Loading 
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b.     Shaft-Prlw*n Turboprop Systems 

Hovering fuel  requirement»  for shaft-driven aircraft was 
calculated as follows: I W^mPW. SFC (J ^ xi|5. x ,0 

where, HPW = hovering power. 

Jl^ =  transmission efficiency. 

tr   = total time in hovering, minutes. 

Q   = part-load correction of rated military SfC k 

ß    - tankage factor. jr 

Substituting^^^^for HPMhovering fuel may be expressed in terms 
of gross weight as:    0 

VYHOV        -T—g-^- 
^^ j 

Since the aircraft is designed to hover at 6000 ft. arJ T'F 
ambient tenperature at military power, hovering at sei  v 1 under _. 
standard atmospheric conditions is accomplished at 67%   ated sea | 
level military power (see Section V, B-4). Consequently, the value * 
of specific fuel consumption is obtained at this part-load power. 
From Figure V-5, the sea level military static SFC is increased by fl 
1.065. 1 

For the sake of simplicity, the value of ^^conputed at 6000 ft. 
altitude and 950F ambient tenperature was used for calculating the 
hovering fuel requirements at sea level. This assunption results in 
a conservative (heavy) estimate of fuel required. 

c. Turbojet (Direct Lift) Systems 

For direct lift applications, wherein the thrust is directed downward, 
at take-off, hovering fuel requirements may be expressed simply as: 

WMOV-W5FCMIL(^ i^/J= oiassrcMSL^w   ( 
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Hovering at sea level can be accoaplisbed at  72% of iha tea level 
■ilitary thrust rating of the turbojet   (sea Section V, C-4). 
Fro« Fig.  V-d,   the ralue of  f   Is .90. 

For the by-pass turbojet application,   the above expression la 
equally applicable.    The part-load fuel consumption correction 
factor is .955  (see Flg.  V-ll). 

d.    Tip Rocket Systems 

For the rotary-wing concepts  that enploy tip rockets at each 
rotor blade for thrust generation,   the hovering fuel requirements 
at sea level can be expressed as: 

or 

I 

e. Turbine Rocket System 

For those concepts that employed  turbine rockets to provide shift 
horsepower to the rotor, the hovering fuel requlreiaents at seu level 
were calculated as for the turboprop schemes.  However, tankage weight 
was included in the propulsion group and operation was at a full 
power. Thus, 

SFC; W =   OI9S   ^r,-Miu 
HOV X 

I 
I 
I 
I 

C.    Perfornance Equations - Forward Flight Regime 

1.    Conventional  Helicopter 

Forward flight power required for a conventional  rotary wing aircraft 
is defined as   (Ref.  2    ) : 

HPF      =_J_ „   Fpv'f     «rngytV^5cw »A   K^WM 
W  uooTk |/v   *   + ^ V^V*  /   t^R*pVj 
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Substituting average rotor lift coefficient and disc loading into the p 
abovcr expression yields: 

Since the fuselage cross-section is defined by the mission payload r 
equivalent flat plate area could be estimated for each concept. Thus, 
parasite power required could be defined and the remaining portions, 
profile power and induced power, could be expressed as a function of 
gross weight. Thus, 

HPC    -Zv!l+-w_   nscQeVtO-f-Vi^     K,ü/1 

2. Compound Helicopter r. 

For the compound helicopter study, wherein the rotor was assumed to 
be autorotating at an advance ratio of .8 (providing no thrust), power 
required in forward flight may be expressed as: 

HPF   -^y^i-f >?V5Swcdou>     />V5SwCpt    ^R%Vt5Clo(l-»-5i/) 
CHl.OO^p    MOO^p    

+  ,,00^p 4400^ j 

The profile drag correction factor for forward flight has been increased 
from^/Z^for the conventional helicopter toS/^for the compound helicopter 
to account for the higher advance ratio encountered in this design. ** 
Substituting the expressions for average rotor lift coefficient and wing 
area, the above expression reduces to: 

MR-  - g£-f . at   ra-v   -      +3.VCLJU_ .igVtCaoCi^s^)]       1- 
F
CH ..00^ ..00 ^(Ci/c^u, "Ae^p   +       cL^        J        r 

I 
Assuming at>V = .&,cd0   = .009 and CL = .45 (since CL was substituted 
for rotor solidity, this value of CL reflects the required solidity in 
hovering flight), power required in forward flight for the conpound 
helicopter reduces to: 

HPF    -ZVfi + W_ LstV-- 4-2VCLW   + -^6Vs 1 f 
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3,    Fixed IflnQ Concepts 

Forward flight power required for a fixed wing aircraft It defined as 
(Bit.   3   ): 

HPF fW '^PK' + />V SwC40_ + />V*S C-oj. ] 
Substituting VN^i  CLW '  ^     &¥* '- 

,:w   iioo^p     «c^p LVCL/C«»O/W      TT/Re 
For the tilting ducted propeller concept, the additional power to 
overcome the drag of the shrouds was estimated. Since the shroud 
length was assumed to be one diameter, the total area of the shrouds 
is ifr^where t  is the number of shrouds.  Substituting for dianeter, 
0 in terms of gross weight and disc loading, the total area of the shrouds 
is W/u, . Assuming a profile drag coefficient of .01, the equivalent flat 
plate area of the shrouds is .01 W/u/ . Thus total power required in forward 
flight for the tilt wing ducted propeller is: 

HPF . ^v5f ^wv 
TOP   IIOO. 550A> L{<Vc^)w   ^^^ 2.ÜJ      j 

Obviously, for turbojet powered aircraft, assuming drag divergence has not 
been encountered, the expression for required thrust is: 

T: />vaf w h<i (Vca») W 

CLW 
] 

4,    "Aerodyne" Concept 

For the "Aerodyne" concept, it has been assumed that all the lift and 
propulsive force is derived from the shrouded propellers. After several 
discussions with Dr. Lippisch of Collins Radio Corporation, the 
following method of performance evaluation was considered adequate for 
this study. 

I 
I 
I 
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The power required  In hoveriny can be expressed as 

HA
 S3.7 %yvic 

where,>9|- has been assumed to be .66 for this design concept. Considering 
the losses associated with deflecting the thrust for the hovering regime 
of flight, the above expression yields values for hovering power which are 
in good agreement with the NACA test results for shrouded propellers (Ref. 9 ). 

In forward flight, the propellers supply the lift (equal to gross weight) 
and the thrust required to overcome drag.  Thus, the resultant thrust of 
the shrouded propeller, TR may be expressed as: 

TR = \/w
2 + D^ 

where, D^ is the total drag of the aircraft in forward flight. 

Assuming the length of the shroud to be 20, the total shroud area is 
equal to < A o * 2o = 2f7TO

x
where L   is the number of shrouds. Estimating 

an equivalent flat plate area for the remaining portions of the aircraft 
f, total drag may be expressed as: 

Df = ^f+ 2^AD^Cf 

where, Cf is equal to skin friction drag coefficient = ,005. 

Thus, the resultant thrust required, TR may be calculated for each 
forward flignt condition. 

Power required in forward flight, based on data obtained from Dr. Lippisch, 
may now be expressed as: 

where, ^f is the disc loading in forward flight ^TgAnO* and "TU. is equal 
to .94. ' 

5, Forward Speed Limitations for Rotary-Wing Aircraft 

Level flight forward speed of the helicopter can be limited by power as 
well as either stalling of the retreating blade or compressibility effects 
on the advancing blade. 
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5. ^Forward Speed LiaitationA for Ro:ar >-Wi »tg Aircraft  (Cont'd) 

a,  CoaDressiblllty 

Compressibility effects on the advancing blade hare not boon 
encountered in flight tests conducted by Vertol Aircraft Corporation 
(in auiorotative flight) up to an estimated 1.25 Mach critical at the 
tip of the advancing blade. Congressibillty liaitations to forward 
speed were conservatively b&sed on this experience and are Indicated 
In Fig. VI-5. 
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Fig.   VI-5    Retreating Blade Stan   and Compressibility 

Speed Limitations® Sea Level, Std.   NACA Day. 
b.    Retreating Blade Stall 

The method employed in determining the speed at which retreating blade 
stall occurs is based on actual flight test data for tandem and single 
rotor helicopters. 

As  the forward speed of a helicopter  increases,   the retreating blade 
of the helicopter must operate at  higher  lift coefficients  in order 
to compensate for  the lower  resultant  air velocity.    By analogy with 
fixed-wing,   the resultant retreating blade stalling velocity can be 
expressed as : •— 1 

UTB v. e 
where;   B should actually be the blade loading in the stalled portion. 
Since it  is  inpractical   to calculate the actual value of^sat stall 
an ei^irical  factor,   Ks,   has been used  to correlate the formula 
with  test   results      For current  helicopter models,   a value of Ks = 3 

flight  test results based on a Cyaax = provides good correlation with 

Thus,    V 
1.2. 

GurV 
ic s«« 

and,       \/s=-.Vt-VR 
«A»> 
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for aaxlsyn spet<J in cruising  the slai! speed has been reduced by 10%. 
Retreetlng blade stall limitations are shown in Fig. VI-4 for a C|JBax 
of 1.2. 

Based on a boundary layer control program presently under development 
by this contractor, the forward speed capabilities of the helicopter 
equipped with BLC rotors has been estimated.  The boundary layer control r 
proposed is of the circulation control or blowing type.  Using the 
empirical relationship developed above, CLmax required for a given speed 
has been calculated assuming an average rotor lift coefficient in hovering 
at sea level of .45. Rotor tip speed was reduced as forward speed increased 
commensurate with the conpressibility limit criterion. These results are *• 
presented in Fig. VI-5.  It should be noted that even higher forward speeds 
could be attained by decreasing the average rotor lift coefficient with 
consequent increase in rotor weight and decrease in hovering efficiency. £ 
For the purposes of this study, however, the assumed value of C^ provided 
sufficient information to indicate the possible extension of the helicopter        -r 
speed potential. 

Power required for BLC was estimated as a function of maximum lift coefficient, 
tyjnax' an<*  expressed as a percentage increase in basic cruise power. The 
variation with Cunax was assumed linear between a CLmax of 1.2 where no JL 
additional power for BLC was required to a 10% increase in power at a Cjjuajf 
of 4.0,    The additional power was assumed to be supplied by the helicopter 
main engines eliminating any need for auxiliary power units. 

c.  Power Limits 

Since these aircraft are designed to meet high hovering performance, which 
results in low installed power loading, forward flight speed will not be 
limited by available power. 

6. Range Fuel Requirements 

a. General 

Range fuel requirements were calculated for a total distance of 850 statute 
miles cruising at sea level. The calculation was based on the cruise power 
required at take-off gross weight; i.e., no variation in gross weight was 
considered as fuel is consumed. Both of these assunptions result in 
conservative (heavy) estimates of required fuel.  It was further assumed n 
that the required cruise power is obtained from the engine(s) operating at 
80% of its (their) rated military power. This latter assumption obviously 
requires shutting down a sufficient number of power sections. A 10% fuel 
reserve and a 5% increase in specific fuel consuiqption was' included. As for 
the hovering fuel required calculation, the fuel system was included in 
the estimation for required cruising fuel. 

j 
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b. 

Therefore, rang*  fy«| requireaents can be expressed as follows: 

wfcevti 

L ii  tlit totil diitinct travtliid In ftti 

V li tht cruli« ipMd In fpi 

ß  if the part-load (80%) corraeUjM of rattd military SPC 
taking into consldaratlon cruising speed 

Hf* Is the cruiM shaft horsepower required 

Substituting for L and reducing, 

Since the fuselage cross-section was determined by the nlsslon 
payload requirements, the equivalent flat plate area was estimated 
for each concept from preliminary layouts. Therefore, the fuel 
required to overcome parasitic drag could be assessed directly at 
each speed. The remaining portions of fuel required to overcome 
rotor, wing, or shroud profile drag and rotor, or wing Induced 
drag were obtained as a function of gross weight. 

To determine the optimum combination of aerodynamic parameters 
for establishing the take-off gross weight as a function of 
cruise speed, the following items were varied for each design concept: 

DESIGN CONCEPT 

a. Rotary Wing Concepts 

1. 

2. 

3. 
4. 

Conventional Tandem Rotor 
Helicopter 
Tandem Rotor Helicopter 
equipped with BLC Rotors 
Compound Helicopter 
Retractoplane 

Fixed-Wino Concepts 
1. Tilt Wing Propeller 
2. Tilt Wing Turbojet 
3. Tilt Wing By-Pass Turbojet 
4. Tilting Ducted Propeller 
5. Special Hovering Turbojet 

CONFIDENTIAL 

ITEMS VARIED 

uf, Vt )CLMAK 

UJ} Vt >CL^ AR 
UJ, Vt ,CL«/, AR 

UJ,   Vt  )CLw. 
AR 
A R 
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ÜtSIGN COCEPT 

b,    Fixed-Wing Concepts   (ContinuH) 

6. Deflected Turbojet Thrust 
7. Deflected By-Pass Turbojet 

Thrust 
8. Vectored Lift 
9. Breguet-Kappus 

10.    Aerodyne 

ITLMS VARIfcD 

U)\ AR 
CO 

AR 
AR 

For the rotary wing concepts, disc loading,^ was varied from 4 to 12 
lbs/ft. *- and rotor tip speed, Vt was varied from 550 to 700 fps, A 
maximum value of Cr of .45 at sea level was used to assure adequate 
control for all flight regimes.  This value was reduced where necessary 
to prevent retreating blade stall for the conventional tandem rotor 
helicopter. Aspect ratio, AR, was varied from 6 to 10 and operational 
wing lift coefficient, Cf^ was varied from .4 to .8 for both the compound 
helicopter and retractoplane designs. 

For fixed wing designs, aspect ratio was varied from 4 to 10 and 
operational wing lift coefficient from ,4 to .8.  For the tilt-wing 
propeller and vectored lift designs, disc loading was varied from 40 
to 100 lbs/ft.^. The disc loading for the Brequet-Kappus and Aerodyne 
aircraft was varied from 70 to 200 lbs/ft. . Propeller tip speed 
was varied from 600 to 000 fps. for all applicable designs. 

The span of the tilt-wing propeller and vectored lift designs was 
determined by the disc loading and number of propellers since it 
was assumed the entire wing would be immersed in the propeller slipstream. 
Derivation of the span as a function of these parameters appears in a 
following section. 

For the vectored lift concept, full span Fowler flaps were assumed. 
The chord to propeller diameter ratio was established as ,5 based on 
NACA tests (Ref. 4  ).  Assuming the extended wing chord to be 30% 
greater than the wing chord with flaps retracted and using the above 
ratio for chord to propeller diameter, the wing area was a function 
of disc, loading. Consequently, for this design concept, the operating 
wing lift coefficient was not an independent variable. 

Several basic aerodynamic factors were assumed to be constant throughout 
the study. Equivalent flat plate area was estimated to be 67 sq, ft. 
for the tandem rotor helicopters, 56 sq. ft. for the compound helicopters 
and 36 sq. ft. for the retractoplane concepts. The remaining fixed 
wing concepts were estimated to have an equivalent flat plate area of 
34 ft.2. 
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For thos« concepts that are shaft driven, a (A gear loss «as u<ed 
in estiaating required engine power. An additional 7% loss for aati- 
torque power was assuoed in hovering for all applicable desigat. A 
propeller efficiency in forward flight of 05% was used throughout the 

study. 

An induced power factor in hovering. Kj, of 1,12 was used for all 
isolated rotors. A value of 1.23 was used for the tanden rotor 
helicopter. The induced power in forward flight, K2 was 1.12 for 
single rotor designs and 1.8 for tandem rotor designs. A wing 
efficiency factor, e, of 65% was used for all fixed wing concepts. 
Values of wing profile drag was based on the NACA 2415 airfoil section. 
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C.     Wtioht Trendi for Perforatnce Evaluation 

1,    GtnTal 

In Section IV and V, «xpreislona for detorminlng aircraft coapontnt 
wtlghti wore developed fron itatlitlcal data using pertinent design 
ptrametera for correlating factors. Many of these design paraoeters 
used In the weight trend correlations can be related to each other. 
Therefore, to minimize the number of variables, the weight trend 
expressions were manipulated so that only a few of the basic aerodynamic 
parameters remained. Furthermore, to simplify the calculation of take- 
off gross weight, It was desirable to express all weight items either 
as a constant number of pounds or as a direct function of gross 
weight. Since several correlating factors developed in Section IV 
involve gross weight to a fractional power it was necessary to linearize 
these terms. This was done simply by solving for e new constant at an 
assumed gross weight, W. 

The derivation of the weight trend expressions used in evaluating the 
take-off gross weight is described in the following expressions. 

2. Rotary Wing Concepts 

t. Rotor Group 

From Section IV-B.1. the rotor hub and hinge weight is expressed as: 

Www 

where,      ^,    WAHP 
to1 

Rotor radius, R may be expressed as a function of gross weight, W; 
disc loading, &   and number of rotors, i  . Thus, 

Horsepower may also be expressed as a function of gross weight and 
actual power loading, A«. 

A*. 

Substituting, for rotor radius and horsepower, rotor hub and hinge 
weight is: 

Page % 
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Since W  is raised to a fractional power, a value of gross weight, JV 
was selected and the value of kw   calculated so that: JL    . ^ 13217 
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The rotor blade weight correlation can also be written In teraa of 
basic aerodynamic parameters. Starting from the expression developed 
In Section IV-B.2: 

where.    /T r ^L^lfL 
Vt X 10* 

Rotor solidity,^"  ray be expressed In terms of disc loading, rotor 
tip speed, Vt and average rotor lift coefficient 7^.     Thus, 

where,     £ - download factor 

Substituting, 

WB  =   226 
fee   W*    7 
L'Kf vt  cL to*] 

6299 

or 
Wfl .   226 fee 7 6299 

where k      -    W 
*H   = -£L- 

/.2S9e 

n 

b. Rotor Drive System 

Drive system per rotor was expressed as 

where 

K 

and 
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Subs (1 titling f©r rotor rpm, SI * 6° Vt/j** #        , tfe« drl»« %y*n 
weight ii; 

^2 7r   T-47<
" 

or 674/ , 

I IAJ ,0" 
and        A-^ r  KK   

c. Shafting 
*V 

For the gas turbine powered rjtractoplane and compound helicopter 
designs, the powerplants were assumed to be mounted In wing nacelles; 
requiring a synchronizing shaft to transmit the power to the rotor 
drive system. The weight of this item as developed in Section 
IV-H.3 is: /tip     s -S >v-"6e-n 
where -d-     -  shaft rpm (assumed to be 6000 rpm) 

L       -  length of shafting, ft. 
HP     -  horsepower per shaft = 1/2 total horsepower 

The length per shaft was assumed to be 1/4 of the wing span. Thus, 
total length is:                

Th"s, iAt        , „ r   UJ*        -i  $ 

d. Propeller Synchronizing Transmission 

The gearing necessary to connect the shafting to the propeller is: 

Ms* *'*<>(-%-) SN 
where,   A/     is the number of propeller nacelles = 4.    Thus, 

Wcv  = '30 
•a. 
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•.  Powtrpljflts 

Powerplant weight was correlated on the basis of military  static 
power, or thrust delivered at sea level under standard ataospherlc 
conditions. Thus, for shaft power units wherein the required power 
was dictated by hovering at 6000 ft. at 950F ambient tenperature 
the weight of the powerplant is 

w eny. z  A/ ehS' HP 

where, Ulen^. is the specific weight in pounds per horsepower. 

Thus, tv eng "enf.   WB 
AÄ^ 

where,^ - is the power correction factor to account for losses 
at 6000' and 95°F. 

For those designs, such as the tip rocket or turbine rocket powered 
rotor conpound helicopter and retractoplane designs, the turboprop 
engine was designed for cruise at 80% of military static sea level 
operation. Thus, 

K*o. = Mem H& 7 
.30 

It may be recalled that cruise power, HPp was derived as a function 
of a constant value of equivalent flat plate area and the remaining 
portion was a function, of gross weight. Consequently, for this 
case, powerplant weight was expressed as a given number of pounds 
(that portion to overcome parasitic drag) in addition to a percentage 
of gross weight (to overcome rotor and wing profile and induced drags). 

The tip rocket rotor engine weight was calculated as: 

w. en 7 
«^ sso £ 

Aa Vt 
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f.     Propel?crs 

For  the confound helicopter and  retractoplane propeller driven 
aircraft,  conventional propellers were used.     The weight was 
correlated as  .20 lbs.  per propeller horsepower.    Consequently, 
propeller weight was expressed as  a function of cruise power multiplied 
by 1.25 since  the cruise condition was assumed to be at 80% of military 
power. 

g.     Body Group 

Body group weight trend was correlated as a function of grosi; weight 
squared times the fuselage surface area; Sp.  The surface area for 
each rotary-wing concept was approximated in terms of rotor radius 
and fuselage circumference as determined by the cargo space required. 
From preliminary layouts, a circumference of 39 ft, was necessary for 
Loth the tandem rotor helicopter and conpound helicopter designs. 
The retractoplane, due to the space required for retracting the rotor, 
required 42 ft. 

For the tandem overlapped rotor design, the length of the fuselage 
including nose enclosure and aft pylon was determined to be 1.71R, 
^us, Sp can be expressed as: 

Sr * A 7/ Rx39:      14 yGÄL 
L n uf 

Body weight  for  the tandem helicopter  is then: 

wF -- aK496 fw2 t.s.4 nzr 7 .341 

or 
WFz US2 --!= U W 

For the compound helicopter designs, fuselage length was approximated 
by 1.64R. Surface area was then 1.64R (.8 x 39) where the ,8 factor 
accounts for the decreased required circumference of the tail boom. 
Thus, body group weight for the shaft-driven rotor compound helicopters 
is 

W^U^^sfw^sr^^-J 3401 
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For tii« tip rocket rotor compound helicopter. Wp is 

Fuselage length of the retractoplane designs was estimated to be 
1.6ÖR.  Thus Sp is equal to 1.6ÖR (.8 x 42) and body weight for the 
shaft driven versions is: 

Wc =  .954 f    '    -7       L 

and for the tip rocket rotor retractoplane, 

where *wz  W' /—^0T  a^ l^e above expressions. 

h.  Wing Group. 

The expression for basic wing weight from Section IV~B1 is: 

2 
where,  S = wing area, ft 

Ww = wing loading, lbs/ft 2 

Ib    = wing  span,   ft^ 
C^   -  non-bendiny material   factor  =  .024 
L.F-  load  factor  = 4.5 
IT,F=  taper  factor 

f    = 35000  lbs/in2 

I Substituting  for wing  area  W/Q C^ and   for  span^4/P5   the expression 
for  basic wing weight   is 

W   r_VVL-       + .00077Z TF (AK VL )** ?CL 
8W   (lCL)

7S \  %CL   J       0 

w 

I 
1 0C W    --L-T^K -h.00017Z TF (A*) *  ü 

I 
where /        _ _iV__2 
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For all rotary wing concepts that require a fixed wing, the taper 
factor was calculated from. 

where, the following values were assumed: 

KR = thickness of root chord expressed in percent -- #]6 
Kj = thickness of tip chord expressed in percent = .06 
A = equivalent tip chord/root chord =  .5 

and T.F. = .794 

i.     Miscellaneous 

The remaining items such as alighting gear, tail   group,  flight 
controls,  etc.   comprising either weight eiqpty or fixed useful 
load were correlated as a direct function of gross weight or a fixed number 
of pounds.    Consequently,   these items did not require any modification. 

3.    Fixed Wing Concepts 

a.    General 

Derivation of the v/eight expressions for the fixed wing concepts were 
obtained using  the same procedure and definitions of basic aerodynamic 
parameters as  for the rotary wing aircraft.    Consequently,   it is not 
deemed necessary to repeat these derivations.    Instead the salient 
features and assumptions of each design concept is briefly discussed. 

A summary of fixed and rotary wing weights terms used for performance 
evaluation appears at the end of this section. 

b»    Fixed Wing Concepts 

Rotor group trends were obtained as  for the rotary wing concepts. 
For the tilting ducted propeller aircraft the surface area of the 
shroud was obtained by assuming the shroud length to be equal  to one 
diameter and the circumference to beTTD.    The shroud length for the 
"Aerodyne" was taken as 2D,  thus the surface area is equal  to Zi^D1 
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c,  Ürive System 

Under drive system, several of the concepts required propeller 
extension shafts.  The correlating factor. K for this ite« is 
the same as previously derived for the propener synchronizing 
transmission. The extension shaft length was assumed to be .50 
for the tilt-wing propeller and vectored lift designs.  For the 
"Aerodyne" and tilting ducted propeller, the length was taken to 
be 1/4 of the propeller diameter. The length for the Brequet-Kj?) 

VTOL concept was assumed to be equal to one foot. 

Propeller synchronizing shafting was deemed necessary in case of 
powerplant failure for the tilt-wing propeller, vectored lift, 
tilting ducted propeller, "Aerodyne" and Breguet-Kappus concepts. 

Since the wing is assumed to be entirely immersed in the propeller 
slipstream for the tilt-wing propeller and vectored lift aircraft, 
the length of the synchronizing shaft was expressed in terms of 
propeller disc loading and number of engines.  Thus, wing span, based 

on slipstream effects of Ref. 4, is: 

ppus 

b = b. 
d. + fuselage width * dist. of inboard propellers to fuselage 

I 

I 
I 
1 
I 
I 
I 

where,  b = number of propellers 

d, = slipstream diameter - V^ (r+Kp 

and KP = .707 when the prope 

is .5. 

Her extension length to propeller diameter 

ssuraing the width of the fuselage plus the distance of the inboard 
ropellers to the fuselage can be approximated by 0, the wing span ii 

A 
propel 

or 
£ = 

TT LÜ 
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The length of the synchronizing shaft for the tilt wing propeller 
and vectored lift concepts is thus equal to, 

L'- hu-M, 

For the tilting ducted propeller the shaft 'ength was assumed to be 
equal to the full span, b -fäRSThe  shaft length for the "Aerodyne" 
was assumed to Lc one diameter plus 10 feel, and for the Breguet-Kappus 
wherein 6 ducted propellers were assumed, the shaft length is equal to 
7 diameters. 

The number of propeller synchronizing transmissions are of course 
governed by the number of propellers which are indicated on the 
summary charts. 

d. Body Weight 

This item was derived as for the rotary wing concepts with the 
exception of determining fuselage wetted area. From preliminary 
layouts, the fuselage wetted area for each concept was determined. 
The values for wetted area are included in the summary charts. 

e. Wing Weight 

Wing weight calculations were based on the previously derived formula. 
However, for the tilt wing propeller and vectored lift VTOL concepts 
a constant chord wing was assumed (X = 1.0) resulting in a taper factor 
of 1.4.  It should be noted that for these two concepts, the wing span 
was determined as a function of disc loading and number of propellers. 
The expression has been derived in Section VI SC 

f. Miscellaneous 

Other items for fixed wing concepts are either a fixed number of pounds 
or can be expressed directly as a function of gross weight, and therefore 
do not require further explanation. 

4,  Discussion 

Obviously the methods employed in this study and the assunptions required 
to facilitate the numerical calculations, yield results that are not 
sufficiently accurate to determine, basic design parameters. However, the 
method used for determining the overall performance of the many VTOL 
configurations was adopted since it allowed a rapid means of calculation and 
is considered sufficiently accurate to predict trends for a conparative 
evaluation. 
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*•    J2i*£ilii£!!  (Cont'd) 
ihe expressions  used for weight   ircids   for perforaanct «/«'uailon ar« 
sunraarized on the  following charts. 
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SUMMARY VTOL WtlGHT TRhNDS FOR  PE«FfiRMANCE LVALUATIQN-FIXOJ WING CONCLPT. 
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TILTING DOCTED PKOPELLEi CONCEPT 
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¥11.     LIST Of SimWLS 

AR       s      aspect ratio  ■   A'A 

t>        -      wing span,   ft. ;   number of blades per   rotor 

bf      -      number of propellers;   number of rotors 

C       - wing chord,   ft.,  rotor blade chord,   ft. 

W      = non-bending material  factor = .024 

'CL - average rotor   lift coefficient = t^Ui/f^ f 

CLW - operational wing lift coefficient = Vv/fö 

CLMAJT maximum lift coefficient 

Coo - profile drag coefficient 

Coi ~ induced drag coefficient 

di = propeller slipstream diameter,   ft, 

D = drag,   lbs.; diameter,   ft. 

4 = airplane wing efficiency 

' = equivalent flat plate area,  sq.   ft.; average allowable stress,   lbs/sq,in. 

HP - horsepower 

nPp - cruise horsepower 

HPH - hover horsepower 

HP? - propeller horsepower 

nP$ - horsepower transmitted in the  shaft 

//r^ = horsepower transmitted in the transmission 

ki = hovering induced power  factor  for rotary wing concepts 

A2 = forward flight  induced power  factor for rotary wing concepts 

kf4 - gross weight  linearization factor 

A = weinhl trend correlation factor 

/(# = thickness of wing root chord expressed  in percent 

Kj - thickness  of wing tip root chord expressed  in percent 

L - range. ft.;length of shaft or  fuselage,   ft. Page nv 
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coHfitemiM. 

L.F     m      load factor 

N     -      number of transmissions and/or nacelles 

% = 

R = 

5 = 

SF - 

Ss = 

Tj - 

TF = 

v = 

V = 

dynamic pressure Ibs/sq.ft, sß 

rotor or propeller radius, ft. 

wing area, sq.ft. 

fuselage wetted area, sq.ft. 

shroud surface area, sq.ft. 

thrust, lb, 

wing taper factor 

induced velocity, ft/sec. 

forward velocity, ft/sec. unless otherwise noted 

Vf =  rotor or propeller tip speed, ft/sec. 

W     -      gross weight, lbs. 

W0 =  blade weight, lbs. 

cruise fuel weight, lbs. 

drive system weight, lbs. 

installed engine weight, lbs. 

body weight, lbs. 

flapping propeller weight, lbs. 

fixed useful load, as defined in Section III, lbs. 

hover fuel weight, lbs. 

WL   -      l^*1 propulsive system weight as defined in Section III, lbs. 

l/V^f, =  landing gear weight, lbs. 

^/a =  propeller or propulsive group weight as defined in Section III. lbs, 

Wsx -      synchronizing transmission, lbs. 

I/V7 =  tail weight, lbs. 

kV^ =  weight enpty less Wp 4 \NL 
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tankage weight  factor 

:     part-load specific fuel  consumption factor 

engine power loss factor for 6000'  and 95tF operation at static conditions 

download factor 

rotor transmission efficiency 

rotor transmission efficiency including anti-torque power loss 

propeller efficiency 

equivalent tip chord/root chord 

ideal power loading,   lbs/IP 

actual power loading,   lbs/HP 

advance ratio,  V/Vt; coefficient of friction 

3.1416 

mass density, slugs/cu.  ft. 

rotor solidity =   bcR/wf* 

disc  loading,   Ibs/sq.ft. =   W/tf#* 

blade loading,   Ibs/sq.ft.  = W/i fffff1 

wing loading,   Ibs/sq.ft. =   V//S 

specific weight of engine,  lbs/» or lbs/thrust 

propeller or rotor rpm 

shaft rpm 

transmission rpm      (lowest value) 

Subscripts 

y4 - refers  to Aerodyne 
^ /y - refers  to compound helicopter 

FW - refers  to fixed wing 

R W - refers  to conventional  rotary wing 
TOP ~ re^ers t0 tilting ducted propeller 

V*/ - refers  to wing 
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